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Petersal, M. w. Effects of a Season of CUtp:::tition on Anaerd:>ic 
Perfonnance of Male Collegiate Basketball Players, Master of 
Scierx2, 1988 , 89 p. (J. L. E.'wirg) 
'!he pnpose of this . investigation was to determine if a season 
of basketball eutifetition effects the anaerci:>ic power am capacity of 
college basketball players. Eleven memhers of the South � state 
University men's basketball team an:i twe1 ve rx:n-athletic college-age 
males cx:mpared the experimental an:i control grwps , respectively. 
Test� was cx:upleted an three different dates which lNere 
representative of the stages of a college basketball season. SUbjects 
-were tested an a JOOdified lti:>nark bicycle ergcmeter usirg the Wirgate 
Anaerobic Test :resist:arn! setti.n;J of -75 grams per kilogram of body 
TNeight. 'lhe follow� variables were investigated over the course of 
the basketbal  season: Peak Power, Mean Power, IDw Power ani Fatigue 
Imex. A repeated measures analysis of variaooe was used to determine 
if arr:t significant differences existed at the • 05 altila level. No 
significant differences were foun:l between the basketl:al.l players anj 
� control groop for Peak Power yet mean Peak Power did significantly 
i.Jx::rease over the course of the season . Mean Power i.n::reased 
. significantly over the . course of the seascn. '!he .in::::reaSe in Mean 
Power for the basketbal  players was significantly greater than the 
in::reases for the control groop. 'lhe mean l.J:M Power for the basketball 
players was significantly greater than the mean l.J:M Power of the 
control groop. D.lrinj the season the I.Dw Power of the basketball 
players in::reased significantly while IX> significant c::bar¥.;Je took place 
for the control groop . '!he Fatigue Irrlex :results :in:licated that IX> 
significant differences existed between the two groups ·or throughout 
the course of the season . 
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Clapter I 
'!he enel:9Y source that powers m1sc:ul.ar exercise in humans is 
supplied by the splittin;J of the high energy o 111alt'd adeR:lsine 
tri}ilcsPlate (ATP) into adenosine �te (ADP) am inorganic · 
}ilcsPlate (1-t::Ardle ,  Katch & Katch, 1986) • Al thcuJh there is sane ATP 
stored within the liilSCle it can only suwly enoUgh enel:9Y for the first 
few secan:is of exercise. When these 111.1SCle stores of ATP are depleted 
ATP can only be produced via 'bNo netabolic pathways-one aerobic (with 
oxygen) the other anaerobic (in the al::seJ'oa of oxygen) (Hermanson, 
1969) .• In short-tenn high intensity exercise ATP is produced by the 
breakdown of carlx:tlydrates (glucose) into lactic acid (anaerobic 
processes). In lorg-tenn low intensity exercise ATP is produced by the 
breakdown of carlx:tlydrates, fats ani proteins in the prese.rx=e of oxygen 
(aerobic processes). In ·stuiyirg these two energy systems , a 
distiJX±ion 1lllSt be made between the capacity ani power of eadl system. 
'lbe capacity of a system is the total cmn.mt of energy available to 
perfonn TNOrk within that system. '!he power of a system is the maxllnal 
cmn.mt of ene1:9Y that can be transformed per mri.t of time (MacikJUgal.l ,  
wenger, & Green, 1982) . 
'!he energy system utilized durirg exercise is depen:lent on 
three factors: IOOde, intensity, ani duration of the exercise 
(M::Cafferty & Horvath, 1977) . An inlividual t.raini.n] for a sprint 
event deperos on an ene1:9Y source (anaerobic) quite different fran an 
2 
i.rxlividual t.rai.nirq for a lorq dist:.an:::e event ( aercbic) • '!his concept 
is called the specificity of t.rai.nirq, meanin;J that t.rainirg 1lllSt be 
specific so that the proper enm:gy sources needed for a specific event 
are stressed. ltlli.l.e it may be easy to identify the pt:qler energy 
source for many track events it is not as easy to do so with the game 
of basketbal . 
Basketbal  has been classified as an a:naercbic sport. '!his 
does not nean that the entire production of ATP is produced via 
anaerobic processes because aercbic metabolism does play a significant 
-role in the mamlfacturirg of ATP . '!his balance between anaerobic am 
aercbic production of ATP as it applies to the sport of basketball is 
detennined by the pace of the game . A team that wants to play a . 
transition style of basketball will want a fast paced game thus relyinJ 
more an aercbic metabolism. A team that wants to play a half court 
style will try ani slow the pace of the game ani will place more 
Eqilasis an the aercbic processes . Coadles need to train their players 
utilizin:J the energy system (s) best suited for the sport of basketball. 
Basketbal  is a highly carpetitive ani strenuous sport that 
fran the first t.rai.nirq session to the last game can · be as lot'XJ as six 
1IDlt:hs . '!he first two months are devoted to preseason ccnii.tioni.rq ani 
practice with the carpetitive season tak:irq place aver the final four 
months . !b;t collegiate teams play at least 28 games
_ 
durirg the 
o "tetitive season, averagin;J about two games per week. Practices 
average four per· 'Week durirg this period ani are one ani one-half .boor 
3 
to two hcurs in le.rgth. 'lbe suooess a basketbal  team experierx::es 
durin:j the course of the seasa1 may be related to the overall PlYsical 
ocnii.tim of its players. Wooden (1980) stated that P'!ysical 
ocnii.tiarl.rq is often the decic:i:in1 factor bet.ween victory ani defeat 
when two teams are evenly matciled am properly prepared. 'lbe 
ocnii.tiarl.rq of a basketbal  team shwld be as high a priority to a 
c:xach as t:.eac::!'liJq the fun:1amentals of the game of basketball. 
Basketbal  places a great deal of eJllilasis on CXlllStant 
lOOVE!Del1ts , quick starts ani stops am sxiden dlarges of direction ani 
pace . Also explosive JOCNements such as jUlTp.in;J ani acceleratirg play 
an inportant role in the game of basketball. '!he ability to execute 
these types of short maximal IOOVements is deper¥:1ent on the anaerobic 
power ani capacity of the iniividual (Mal:garia , 1966; Houston & · 
'lbanson, 1977) .  Basketball is a sport that is played in a relatively 
small playi.rg area in carparison to other sports such as football , 
baseball ani soccer. '!be game is divided into two 20 minute halves for 
college ani university teams, with a 15 minute intennission (halftilne) 
separatirg each half. 
Basketbail is referred to as a game of transition , � that 
play is CXlt'ltirruous with very few �ges of the action. Rainsey ,  
Ayoub ,  !Diek, arxi Edgar (1970) examined the heart rate recovery 
pattems of two male basketball players for an entire game . 'Ihey 
determined that there was a total of 30 stoppages of play , 11 in the 
first half ani 19 in the secarrl half. Typically the secarrl half of a 
game will in:lude 11¥):re · �ges of play due to CX)aches sav.in;J IOOSt of 
their five timealts for that period. '!he major st:cg:ages of play 
involve timealts, the official signalil'g a fool or violatioo, or the 
shooti.rq of free throws . 'lhese varioos rest intervals last anywhere 
fran 30 to 90 secx:n:)s . 
'!he energy source that is JOOSt utilized for the sport of 
ba.sket:bal.l is anaerd:>ic metabolism. Several stulies have been 
ocupleted exam:in.in:J the anae.rOOic aspects of basketbal . Vesma, 
Mchin:h:'oo, ani Kansal ( 1979) detennined fran their study of track, 
ba.sket:bal.l, socx:er, ani 'WCIDell field hockey athletes that basketball 
players deloonstrated the highest anaerobic power values . '!he 
researchers based their firxiin;;Js on the Margaria stair Climb Test. 
Heart rate is o ••a• only used as an inlicator of exercise intensity. 
4 
McArdle, Magel, ani l(yvallos ( 1971) am Ramsey, Ayoob, [bjek, ani Frlgar 
(1970) detennined that the heart rate responses of men arrl � 
basket:bal.l players durirq a carpetitive game were significantly above 
the aerobic trainin; z� am reflect a · large . � on the 
anaerobic system. 
Several stulies have examined maximal oxygen uptake (V02max) , 
an inlicator of the body's ability to deliver am utilize oxygen to 
produce ATP aercbically, ani l'lc:1ti it reil.ates to basketball. r·f . 
basketball � predaninantl.y an aerobic sport the ae.rc:i>ic capacities 
of .the basketball players might irx:::rease duri.rg the course of a season.· 
Yet a'lly one study, s� am Adrian (1968), has reported vo2max to 
in:::rease duri.rg a season of CUtp::titive ba.sket:bal.l ani their .irx:::rease 
may be due to the fact that their subjects had very la« fitness levels 
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prior to the season. other studies have denalstrated that vo2max does 
not increase after a seascn of CULjfetitive basketbal  (Coleman, 
Dreuzes, Friedrich, ani Juvenal, 1974; McArdle et al., 1971; Eidsness , 
1971). 
'!he cilaracteristics of play of a sport will be reflected in the 
relative proporticn of energy delivered by the aerci>ic ani anaerobic 
systems (Green & Hoostal, 1975). Parr, Wil.Ioo:re, Hoover, ani Badnnan 
(1978) ani Withers, Roberts, ani IBvies (1977) determined that the 
vo2rrax of basketbal  players -were 1ll.ldl lower in ccmparison to athletes 
in other sports. '1hi.s adds support that the t.rai.nirq stinul.us of 
basketbal  c:xnpatiticn is mt sufficient to enhance the aerobic energy 
processes of· the athletes. 
Nrlle several studies have examined the anaaooic aspects of 
basketball , only one study has looked at the effects of a season of 
c:xnpatition of basketball en the anaerobic systems of athletes. 
Coleman et al. (1974) determined that a ·season of basketball 
CULp::tition did enhance the bcxly's ability to produce ATP 
anaerdJically. '1hi.s study was sanewhat limited ·in that the authors 
only examined anaerobic power, by the Margaria stair Cl� Test . 
Alt.llc:u3h the Margaria stair Climb Test has been used a great 
deal in previoos :researdl, several limitations have been identified. 
'!he test limits itself in that it is ally a D?asure of anaerOOic power . · 
'!he validity of the test has been questioned due to the external 
resistance (-weight of the subject) beirg too low for maximal power 
a.rtplts (Van:ierWal e , Peres ani Monad , 1987). Rather than be� a-
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valid measure of power the test may be just a measure of stair clilnb� 
ability. 
'lhe wm;ate Anaercbic Test has been used recently in the 
measurement of anaercbic perfonoance (Ayala1, Inber, & Bar-or , 1974) . 
It is a 30 seccni all-cut bicycle erganet:er test in whidl the flywheel 
:resist:arx::e is based a1 the subject's body �ight (Inbar, �' Bar-or ,  
1976) • 'lhe number of pedal revolutioos is recorded every five secorrls . 
Anaerobic power is determined by the maximal power outp.rt in a five 
secxni period, usually the first five secorrls of the test .  Anaercbic 
' 
capacity is the total TNOrk perfonned dur� the 30 seoorxi test or the 
mean of the six five secxn:i periods. 'Ihe reliability of the Win;Jate 
Anaerobic Test is very good rarg� fran 0. 90 to 0. 98 (MacDoogall ,  
Werger & Green, 1982) . '!he validity of the test has been SURX>rted 
mainly by research at the Win;ate Institute in Israel (Ayalon , et al. , 
1974; Grodj:in:Jvsky , Inbar , DX.an, Bar-Or, 1980; Inbar, et al. ' 1976) . 
At the present time oo p.lblished studies have utilized the 
Win;ate Anaerobic Test to examine anaerobic power ard capacity in 
basketbal  players. 'lherefo:re , this � has been urdertaken to 
examine how a season of basketball affects anaerobic power ani capacity 
as measured by the Win;ate Anaerobic Test . 
statement of the Problem. 
'!he p.u:p:lSe of this � was to investigate the effects of 
pre season basketball practice ani a season of �titian on the 
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anaerobic PJWer and capacity of NC'AA Divisicn II basketbal  players as 
measured by the Wirgate Anaerci>ic Test. 
'1he specific hypotheses to be tested , stated in the m.ll.l form, 
are as follows: 
1. '!here will be oo significant differei"'! between the 
experimental and control groups for anaerobic Peak Power 
measured preseason, p:re-mupetitive seascn ani post-season. 
2. '!here will be oo significant differei"'! between the 
experimental and control-groups for anaerobic Mean Power · 
1oeasured preseason, pre-mupetitive season ani post-season. 
3. '!here will be oo significant differei"'! between the 
experimental and control groups for anaerobic Fatigue In:ie.x 
1oeasured preseason, p:re-mupetitive seasan ani post-season. 
4. '!here will be oo significant di.fferei"'! between the 
experimental and control groups for anaerobic l.J::N Power 
1oeasured p:reseasat , p:re-mupatitive season ani post-season. 
Definition of Tenns 
'1he followin3 tenns have been defined for specific use in this : 
study as follows: 
Anaerobic capacity. '!he total annmt of energy available to perform 
maximal work in 30 secon:1s whidl reflects the rate of both the 
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� ani glycolytic energy systems (Grodji.oovsky, Inbar, !))tan, & 
Bar-()r 1 1980) • 
Anaerd:>ic Metabolism. Anaerci:>ic metabolism is the production of ATP in 
the abseJ'x::e of oxygen. ATP is available anaerOOically through stored 
ATP ani CP (�ens) ani tllrtujl the glycolytic breakdown of 
glucose. 
Anaerd:>ic Pc1Ner. '!he energy develcp:d in a very short exercise of no 
Dm"e than 4 to 5 secorm; duration whidl is reflective of the 
utilizatiat of �ens (Margaria, 1\gheloo , & Rovelli , 1966) • . 
Anaerci:>ic Trainirg. A trainin;J program that consists of high 
intensity, short duration lNOrkalts (Weltman , Moffat , & stamford , 1978) . 
Fatigue · In:iex . Fatigue in:1ex is a measure of an in:tividual's ability 
to maintain power Ollt:J;ut durirq the W�te Anaerobic Test an:i is 
calculated by subtractirq the lowest five secxni output fran the 
highest five secon:i Ollt:J;ut ani dividilq by the highest five BeCX)n:i 
Ollt:J;ut an:i then nultiplyin;J by 100 (rotan & Bar-Or, 1983) . 
IDw PaNer. l.I:N power is the lowest five secon:i power Ollt:J;ut . 
(referen:::e) 
Mean Power . Mean power is the average of the six five secxni power 
CAl't:prt: measures dur:in;J the 30 secon:i W�te Anaerobic Test (JaCXlbs , et 
al. , 1987). 
Peak Pc1Ner. Peak power is the highest five secon:i power Ollt:J;ut durirg · 
the W�te Anaerti>ic Test (:referen:::e) • 
Pre-mi@titive Season. '!he period of time whidl �ludes all 
practices ani scrimnages· fran the en:i of the pre-season con:titiOililg 
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period (October 14 , 1987) to the begi.nn.irq of the sdleduled games of 
O"letitioo (Novelli)er 21, 1987) is krown as the pre-o•npetitive season. 
Seascn of CUlp#titioo. 'lhe period of time Wi.ch includes all practices 
and games erxxr«pass� the time fran Novelli)er 21 , 1987 to March 12 1988 
is krown at the seasa1 of cuup::tition. 
SUpramaximal . Refers to power art:p.rt:.s greater than that necessary to 
elicit vo2max. Energy requirements for this lVOrk are met by the 
�en ani glycolytic energy systems (Evans & � 1981) • 
Wi.mate Anaerobic Test. A 30 secon:i supramaximal eyeliD; test designed 
I 
to measure anaerd:>ic power ani capacity ({))tan & Bar-Or, 1980) . 
Assunptions 
It is assnnecl that the South IBkota state University Men's 
basketbal  team which was tested is representative of future basketball 
teams at South IBkota state University, ani therefore any fi.rx:tin;Js can 
be �lied to these teamS . It is assnned that the control · 9raJP is 
representative of other college-age male non-athletic students ani any 
fin:i:in1s calld be awlied to these grQlpS . Finally , it is a.ssunm that 
the subjects gave a maximal effort �inl the testllq seSsions. 
Lbnitatians 
A11¥:n;;J the 11 subjects in the experimental groop , the actual 
annmt of time spent participati.nl in game ani practice varied. It was 
nJt possible to keep the total aiOOUilt of TNOrk for each player equal . 
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It was nJt possible to ocntrol certain outside factors such as: diet, 
sickness or minor injuries, anomt of sleep prior to testing or the 
EDJtiooal state of the subjects. It is nJt 1axJNn how inp:)rtant these 
factors are in anaerobic t:estiJq. 
Soope of the study 
'Ibis study was oon:iucted at South IBkota state university, 
Brookin:]s, South IBkota duri.rg the 1987-1988 basketball season . 'lhe 
subjects for this study were 11 members of the South IBkota state 
University men's basketball team arxi 12 oon-athletic college-age male 
sb.Dmts who served as the control groop . All t:estiJq was perfonned · in 
the Human peno:rmarx::e Lab in. the stanley J. Marshall HPER Center on the 
canpJS of South IBkota state University. Data collection was con:iucted 
between the hcAlrs of 1:30 p.m. ani 5:30 p.m. Each testi.rg session was 
�tely 10 minutes in lergt:h. Prior to any participation in 
t:estiJq procedures each Subject read arxi signed an infonned consent 
fonn (� A) • '1he TNeight of each subject was recorded prior to 
the administration of each test. Each subject �t t:hrcAlgh the actual 
test procediJres an at .least blo �te occasions prior· to actual data 
collection. Anaerobic power arxi capacity were measured usin; the 
Win;ate Anaercbic Test
. 
(Ayalan , Inbar, & Bar-Or, 1974) . Testi.rg at the 
�usian of the preseason cx:n:titi()lli.rg program was done on October 
13 , 1987 for the experimental group arxi oo October 29 to November 2 ,  . 
1987 for the ocntrol groop . Testi.rg at the ccn:lusian of the 
pre-cuupetitive seasa1 was dane on November 16 to 18 , 1987 for the 
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experimental groop am. at Decsnher J am 4 ,  1987 for the c::xltl'trol groop. 
Test.irg at the ern of the o•ntetitive seascn was dane en Mard1 15 , 1987 
for the experimental groop and at March 21, 1988 for the c::xltl'trol group. 
Signific.an:=e of the Stlxly 
studies that have examined the anaerobic aspects of basketball 
have CXll'XSltrated at identify� the energy process (anaeni:>ic , 
aerOOic) which is best utilized in the sport of basketball (Venna , et 
al., 1979; M::Ardle ,  et al. ' 1971; am Ramsey, et al. ' 1970) . Little 
research has been done to detenni.ne how the anaerobic perfo:rman:::es of 
basketbal  players are affected by preseason carxlitiOI'lirg programs. 
Only one study, Coleman , et al. ( 197 4)  examined how a season of 
basketbal  mtap::tition affected the anaerobic power of basketball 
players. No other research has investigated how a season of 
cc:mpetitian affects the anaerobic capacity of basketball players. 
Withers c 1978 > am. Green ·am Houston c 1975 > TNere the only other 
investigators to examine what occurs to anaerobic perfo:rman:::es of 
athletes durir¥1 a cc:mpetitive season . '1he previous � that has 
investigated the relationship between .the anaerobic energy system am 
the sport of basketball have used the. Margaria stair Clinb Test . '!he 
present study based its fi.niin]s on the Wirgate Anaerobic Test , which 
has been proven to be a no:re valid and reliable
. 
measure of anaerobic 
power an:1 capacity than is the Margaria stair Climb Test . '!his · study 
CXIIlrib.rt:es to our knowledge as to the t:rai.nirg of mllege basketball 
players in preparation for a season of cx::mpetition. It also helps 
establish nonnative values for college-age basketl::all players am 
ncm-athletes . 
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Olapter II 
'Ihi.s chapter reviews the plblishecl literature which is relevant 
to this stu:iy. 'Ihi.s chapter is divided into four major areas: ( 1 )  
anaerobic perfol:lllaJ're tests , (2) t.rain:iiq effects a1 anaerobic 
perfol:lllaJ're (3) the effects of a season of cuupetition on 
lilysiological :furction , am ( 4) anaerobic perfol:lllaJ're values of 
athletes. '!he chapter corx::ludes with a summacy of the reviar� of, 
literature. 
Anaerobic Perfol:lllaJ're Tests 
Anaerti>ic perfol:lllaJ're tests measure an inti vidual's ability to 
ac:xx.arplish maximal or supramaximal work in a short periOd of tilne. 
Historically these tests have been limited to field tests such as the 
vertical juup, � 1� junp, 50 yard dash (McArdle, Katen & Katch 
1986) am the Margaria stair Climb Test (1966) • .  In 1969 CUrmirgham am 
Faulkner introduoed a short exhaustive treadmill nm as a measure of 
anaercbic perfol:lllaJ're. · Recently a variety of bicycle e�:ganeter tests 
have been developed to measure anaerobic perfonnarx::e. 'll1ese 
supramaximal bicycle tests have utilized all CA.lt pedali..rg for a 
specified period of time.with either a fixed resi.starx::e (Katen, 
Weltman, & Traeger, 1976) or a relative resi.starx::e based an the 
subject's body TNeight (Ayalon , Inbar, & Bar-Or, 1974) . In recent years 
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one relative :resi.staire test has emerged as the JOCSt widely used test 
for measurin} anaerobic power ani capacity-the W�te Anaerobic Test 
(Ayalal et al. I :1.97 4 )  • 
Historical Anaerobic Perfonnance Tests 
In an early attenpt to measure the qenera1 m1scul..ar power of 
man, Sal:geant (1921) developed a vertical jUllp test in which the total 
work accauplished is deperxient on height jumped ani l:xxiy weight. '!he 
__ test· involved each subject st:.arniig directly umerneath a cardboard 
disk with a diameter of about 12 inches . '!he subject then bent 
forward , flexin; at the trunk, knees -ani ankles an:i jllllp3d upward 
straightenirg the legs ani spine tty�. to touch the cardboard disk 
with the tq> of hisjher head . '!he height of the disk was adjusted so 
that it could be just touched by the subject's head . 'nle. difference 
between the junp height an:i the stature height of the subject is the 
height jumped. Sal:geant detenn:ined that the product of t:lle junp height 
ani subject weight gives the TNOrk done against gravity. 
Many years after Sargaent's initial TNOrk in anaerobic power 
. Margaria, Aghe.nD, arxi Rovelli (1966) developed a stair climbinj ·test to 
measure anaerobic power. '!he total test time is four to five sea:>rxis 
am was thooght to be sufficient to reach the limits of the �gen 
system. '!he test involves runnirg up a stair case � steps at a· tiloo. · 
Time to climb the stairs is measured by an electronic· clock senSitive 
to . 01 seconis which is triggered by � Ploto electric cells in which 
the light beams are parallel to the steps . '!he clock is started an:i 
stewed wilen the light image is internJpted by the subject. '!he 
measurement of power is detellnined usilq the time taken to CXNer the 
di.stalx2 between the fourth ani sixth steps in relationship to the 
height of the stairs arxl the weight of the subject. 'lhe authors 
initially stuiied 131 subjects rargi.rg in age between 10 am 70 years . 
Anaerobic power � to in::rease with age to 30 years am then 
decrease progressively. Based an this initial stniy, athletes 
denalstrated 1ll.lCh higher values than did oonathletes. 
In a further attelrpt to 100re acx:::urately assess anaerobic 
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measures CUJmi.n;)ham ani Faulkner ( 1969) develcp3d a test usilq a short 
exhaustive nm an the treadmill. '!hey were attenptilq to determine the 
effects ·of six TNeeks of trai.nirg on both aerobic ani anaerobic power 
� capacity. Eight male subjects between tl1e ages of 23 and 41 years 
trained 5 days a �  for 6 TNeeks. 'lhe trai.nirg program involved 
altematilq days of inteJ:val. work ani di.stalx2 runs with both. workcuts 
coverilq the same ciist:arx=e of 2. 5 miles� '!he inteJ:val. workout 
oansisted of rurm.i.n:J 220 yards followed by joggin:J 220 yards while the 
distan::e nm involved a half mile warm-up proceeded by a 2 mile nm at 
the imi.vidual's fastest pace possible. vo2max was de� usirg 
five minute work periods followed by ten minute rest . periods.· 'Ihe 
treadm:i.l.l speed was held constant at 7 qil ani with each suc;x:,essive 
workload the grade was ·increased 2. 5%. '!he test was tenninated when 
the subject could JX) lan;Jer CCilplete the full five minute work period. 
Anaerobic power Was measured usi.rg a short exhaustive nm on the 
treadm:i.l.l where the ·grade ani speed TNere held cx:mst.ant at 20% and · 7 to 
8 miles per boor 1 '!his was designed to insure a pretest 
nm time of� 30 am 60 sec::xxD&. Post exercise lactate sanples 
were taken fran 4 to 5 minutes an:i frtD 11 to 12 . mirut:es with the 
higher value beirq used as the maximJm blcxxi lactate value. 'lhe 
:results dena1strated that vo2nax in::reased significantly by 8% fran 
3. 75 to 4. 06 liters per minute . 'Ibe short exhaustive nm time 
in::reased 23%1 with a mean time of 52 seconjs for test 1 am a mean 
time of 64 sec:::orm; for test 2. '1hi.s in::reased time for the short 
exhaustive nm was thought to represent an ilrp:rovement in the ATP-CP 
an:i glycolytic anaercbic energy systems of the body. Blcxxl lactate 
ccn::&rt:rations also showed a significant in::rease of 17% with mean 
values of 101 ng% en test 1 to 118 ng% an test 2. '!he authors 
ccn::luded that the train.irg program of altematirg interval ani 
dis't:aJ'na workouts for six "Weeks overloaded both the capacities for 
aerOOic an:i anaercbic metabolism in the subjects. 
CVCle Erqaneter Anaercbic Tests 
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'1he origin of what is rot� called the Win1ate Anaerobic Test was 
. p.lblished by Ayalon1 Inbar 1 arxi Bar-Or ( 197 4) \¥he studied the 
relationships between five different anaerd:>ic power perfonnarre tests . 
Fifteen untrained male subjects between the ages of 19 ani 21 years 
with a mean body TNeight of 71.93 kilograms performed all five tests in 
ooe day 1 with a rest intel:val of 30 minutes separat� each test . '!he 
absolute power test involved neasurin;J the power exerted by the left · 
leg in one all-out effort involvin;J 150 degl:ees of JIDtion pedal� on a 
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Fleisch bicycle m::gaoeter against a constant force of 2. 90 kilograms. 
A step clock sensitive to .01 sec:x:nm was operated by two microswi.tdles 
am measured the time needed to � the pedal t:hrcujl 120 degrees . 
'1be relative explosive paNer test followed the same procedures as the 
absolute paNer test � that the resistalre was 40 grams per 
kilogram of body weight. 'lbe third anaerobic paNer test was the 
Margari.a stair Cl.inb Test. A 30 secxni all-out pedal� test for the 
legs (rDT called the Win]ate Anael:'OOic Test) am for the anns was 
ac:xxmplished with resistances of 40 grams per kilogram of body weight 
am 20 grams per kilogram of body weight, respectively. Margaria's 
step Test produced the greatest mean_ paNer outpit (6160. 76 ± 664. 53 
kilogram meters per minute) • 'llle 30 secx>rd leg test was next at · 
3607. 30 + 240. 72 kilogram meters per minute, follaNed by the relative 
explosive power test at 2820.77 + 507. 60 kilogram meters per minute. 
To further examine anaerobic power usin} a 30 seccni all-out 
ride a1 a bicycle ergane� Inbar, Dotari, and Bar-Or (1976) used 
sixteen, 15 to 22 year old male an:i female athletes eyclin;;J against a 
resi.stalre of 40 grams per kilogram of body weight. '!he total work 
outpit was 2440. 4 ± 40. 4 am 3479.1 + 160. 5 kilogram� per minute 
for females ani males, respectively. _ 'lbe authors measured oxYgen 
CCI'lSUIIpticn am determined that the aerobic � catplllellt of the 
supramaxiJnal anaerobic bike test represented only 13% of total � 
utilized. Based on these results, the authors carx::luded that the 
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supramaximal. bicycle test is a valid measure of anaerobic energy 
systems . 
In a separate laboratory Katch, Weltman, am Traeger (1976) 
also examined the use of the bicycle m:ganeter as a IOOde of measurin;J 
anaerobic power am capacity. 'D1ey sb.xlied the effects of all-cut 
pedalin:J rate am steady-paced pedalin;J rate durin;J an anaerobic cycle 
er:gaoeter test of two minutes duratitn. 'l'Menty-ooe subjects (mean age 
21.9 + 2.1 years, mean body �ight 73.07 + 9.48 kilograms) participated 
in the stu:iy . 'Dle frictional resist:arx=e for both ocntitioos was 34. o 
kilqxn:Js per :revolutial.S. No warm-up was used prior to each test. 
'1tle steady paced ocntition pedalin;J rate was set at 9. 7 revolutions per 
six secan:1s wllldl represented approximately 80% to 90% of the subject's 
maxinum pedalin;J rate. '!he all-out pedalin;J rate significantly · 
produced toore total "WOrk a.ttpit 1884.28 ± 54. 4 revolutions per minute 
for 0 to 30 secan:1s than did the steady paced rate 1649.34 + 27. 2 
revolutions per minute. '!he total o.mulative "WOrk a.ttpit for o to 60 
secan:1s for the all-out rate was 2988.26 ± 81.6 revolutions per minute 
�ch was significantly greater than that for the steady-paced rate 
(2873. 68 ± 54. 4 revolutions per minute) after 60 secan:1s � was no 
diff� an¥:ll'g aey of the pedalin;J rates for TNOrk altp.zt. 
As a follow-up to the previous stu:iy Katdl, Weltman, Martin , 
ani Gray ( 1977) att:e.npt.ed to determine the revolution rate, duration, 
ani optinum res� settin:J needed to elicit the highest results for 
an anaerobic bicycle erganeter test. For det:.enninirq the correct 
revolution rate ard duration , 30 subjects (mean age 20.87 ± 2. 51 years, 
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mean body �ight 74 . 83 + 15 . 39 kilogram) pedaled for 2 minutes against 
a CXIlStant res� of 5. 5 kilopc:ID; at 60 , 80, 100 arxi revolutions 
per minrt:e, ani all-art:. '!be anomt of time between tests was at least 
24 ha.Jrs . For det.enni.ni.rq the qn:imal res� settin) a separate 
graJp of 28 subjects (mean age 21. 29 ± 2 . 21 years , mean body �ight 
74 . 59 + 7 .  59 kilograms) were stu:tied. Fach subject pedaled all-art: for 
40 seoc:n:3s at 4 .  o kiloporxis , s .·a kiloporxis, am 6. o kiloporxis. 'Ibis 
duration (40 secaOOs) was chosen basEd on the results fran the first 
part of this study which dem:mstrated a high correlation (r = • 95) with 
the total cunul.ative YJOrk at 40 seoc:n:3s CX'II'pared to total cunul.ative 
�rk at 2 minutes . Only one test was perfonoed per day. Total 
CUIIJ.1l.ative YJOrk for the frequerx:y detennination test was as follows: 
all-cut - 4129. 3  kilopcni meters, 100 revolutions per minrt:e - 4120 . 5  
kilopcni meters, 80 revolutions per minute - 3996 kilopcni meters, 60 
revolutions per minrt:e - 3662 . 5  kilopcni meters . Clmul.ati ve YJOrk 
aitpits for the res� detenninatiat test were: 6 . 0  kiloporxis -
2161 .8  kilopcni meters 1 5 • Q kiloporxis - 2099 • 0 kilopOni meters I ani 4 • Q 
kilqxnis - 1928 . 9  kiloporrl meters. '!he qn:imal . test dlaracteristics 
for an anaerobic cycle erganeter test as detennined by this study were 
40 secams duration, frictional res� of s.o to 6 . 0  kiloporxis, arrl 
all-cut pedali.n; frequercy. 
Evans ani ()li.nney ( 1981) attenpted to identify the optimal 
res� settirg an the anaerobic bicycle erogmeter test by 
establish.irg a paNer CAltpit curve for each subject. '!he paNer curve 
for each Subject was detennined by })lott� paNer aitp.It versus 
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n� resist:aro!. '!his power cw:ve was develqsi with an initial 
resist:arx:2 of 1 .  o kilcp::ni whidl in::reased by 1.  o kilopad on each 
successive erganeter test until the power Cllt:pit decreased. Prior to 
eadl exercise bait, a bJo minute warm-up at 50 watts was cx:upleted by 
eadl subject. At the c:x:n::lusion of the warm-up, the ea::gaoeter test 
iDJDediately began. Mean maximal power based on the optimal resist:aro! 
settirg was significantly greater than the Win.;Jate Anaerobic Test power 
value (661. 6 watts ard 588 . 4  watts, respectively. '1he authors 
cxn::l.uded that higher resist:arx:es than p:rescr:ilied in the Win.;Jate Test 
are needed to elicit maximal power Cllt:pit . 
A similar study for de� the qJtimal. load for producinJ 
maximal power c:utprts in the Win.;Jate Anaerobic Test for anns ard legs 
was examined by IXrl:an arxl Bar-Or ( 1983) • Eighteen female ard seventeen 
male physical education students, JOOan ages of 20 . 6 + 1 .  6 years arxl 
24 . 1  + 2 . 5  years, respectively, served as subjects for the study. Five 
different test.irg sessiOO$ � <Xllpleted by each subject. At least 24 
halrs separated eadl sessioo. In each session, the 30 secorxl Win.;Jate 
Anaerobic Test was perfonned � with the anns Only ard cn:::e with the 
legs only with at
.
least 30 minutes of rest separatirg the. two tests . 
!Dad resist:arx:es -were based an body �ight. '1he followi..rg load · 
resi.st:an::es in grams per kilogram of body �ight � used for the · leg 
tests: 35, 40 , 45 , 50, ·55 . '1he resist:arx:es for the ann test -were 20, 
25,  30, 35 , 40 grams per kilogram of body �ight. A three to five 
minute· warm-up preceded each test arxl consisted of low intensity 
crankirq/pedalirg at the load to be tested interspace by two to three 
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all-azt sprints of foor to seven secc::nm of duratioo . '!he men's 
qJtimal. resistance load for the legs was 52 . 3 g:tams per kilogram of 
bxly 'Weight ani for the anns was 36. 9  grams per kilocp:am body TNeight. 
'111e lNaDell's  qltimal resistance loads for the legs ani anns lNel:'e 51. 4  
grams per kilogram body TNeight ani 28 . 8  grams per kilogram body TNeight, 
respectively. 
Several studies have been OCilpleted exam:inin:J the effects of 
activity ani environment oo the subject prior to the Wi.rgate Anaerobic 
Test. Dotan and Bar-Or (1980) studied the effects of climatic heat 
stress oo perfo:nnan::e capacities in the Wirgate Anaerobic Test . 
Fanteen boys am 14 girls between the ages of 10 ani 12 years, who 
\Vera JOOderately active in a track tral.nirg program served as subjects. 
� was corducted on a Fleisch cycle erqaneter ani consisted of a 
30 secon:i all-out cyclirg bout at a resis't:.arx=e of 3 .  92 joules per crank 
revolution per kilogram of bxly weight. Each child was exposed to 
three cliiDatic con.iitions :. neutral (22 to 23 degrees c, 55_ to 60% 
relative humidity) , hot-dry (38 to 39 �ees c, 25 to 30% relative 
htnnidity) , and wann-humid (30 degrees C, 85-90% rei.ative humidity) . 
Nineteen children went t:hrcu#l a ten minute intennittent � 
wazm-up of 30 secoms a1 ani 30 secon:1s off a treadmill foll� by a 
rest of five minutes prior to the initiation of the bike test . Prior 
to the treadmill rurm.inj wann-up, the children sat for 30 minutes _in 
the climatic con.iition in which they were to be tested. Nine children 
participated in no wann-up am after . restin;J 45 minutes in the climatic 
c:xniition in which they were to be tested they perfonned the cycle 
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ergcmeter test. No significant differen=e was r¥Jted be'bJeen the 
wann-up am no wann-up graJpS for arti of the climatic cxn:ii.tioos. 
PerfOl:'JDalre values for the Win]ate test shcJNed no significant 
differen=e between climatic ccnli.tioos in the girls while the boys 
daiDnstrated a significant differen=e between the warm-humid cxn:ii.tion 
(7. 06 + . 74 watts per kilogram of body �ight) am the hot-dry ( 6 . 76 ± 
• 60 watts per kilogram of body �ght) • No significant diff� 
oduld be detennined when the values fran each g:roop TNere oanbined . 
'lhe authors c.an:::ll.Ded that the Win]ate Anaerd:>ic Test is not affected 
by hot or humid climatic ccnli.tions. 
Inbar am Bar-Or (1975) examined the effects of an intermittent 
wann-up exercise on the w�te Anaerobic Test. '1\lel.ve healthy boys 
between the ages of 7 an:l 9 years with a mean body weight of 27 . 2  ± 3 .  3 
kilograms served as subjects for this study. '!he boys CXIIpleted two 
anae.rOOic bicycle erganeter tests with am without the intennittent 
wann-up. '!he wann-up duration was 15 miriut:es , durirg which. time each 
boy alternated � on a treadmill am restirx], eV-er.y 30 secc:>lds . 
'!he wann-up represented 60% of the subject's vo2max. 'Ihe 30 secon:i 
all-cut ·bicycle erganeter test was perfonned on a Fleisch. m:gaooter at 
a resist:arn! of 35 grams per kilogram of body weight. Total 'WOrk 
art:p.It was significantly greater after the wann-up (910 + 167 kiloponi 
meters) than without tl1e wann-up (850 + 161 kiloponi meters). 'lba 
revolutions per 30 secoros were also significantly greater followirg 
the wann-up, 49. 4  + 6 .  7 revolutions carpared with no wann-up 46 . 1  ± 6 . 1 
revolutioos. 'lhese results indicate that anaerci:>ic perfonnance test 
measures \Vere significantly irx:reased with the use of a wann-up . 
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DeBruyn-Prevost ani Iefebvre ( 1980) ocniucted a similar study 
investigat.irq the effects of a light (30% vo2max) an:i st.remlaJs (75% 
vo2max) five minute warm up en maximal anaerOOic exercise Wi.dl lead to 
elehaustioo in less than one minute. Nine subjects, five female an:i 
four male (mean body �ght 67 . 1 ± 9. 0 kilograms) participated in the 
study. 'lhe anaerOOic exercise was c:ntpletej on an electranagnetically 
braked bicycle erganeter ani the resi.starx:e was set at 50 to 400 watts 
for the males an:i 25 to 350 watts for the females with the set pedali.rg 
rate between 124 an:i 128 revolutions per minutes for the males an:i 
between ani �04 an:i 108 revolutions per minutes for the females. ·'!he 
exercise � when the subject reached exhaustion, which was defined 
as the subject's inability to maintain the prescribed pedali.rg rate. 
Each subject perfonned the bicycle erganeter test �  without a 
wann-up. 'I\¥o different test situations � uti+ized with the 
wann-up-the continuous set in which the bike test ininedi.ately followed 
the wann-up an:i the dj scnntinuous set in which there was a five minute 
rest.in:J pericxi between the warm-up ani the bike test. � results 
showed that oiu.y the warm-up at 30% vo2max significantly inp
roVed the 
performance cn the cycle erganeter test ( 4 7 .  6 ± 11. 3 seccn:Js) as 
OCilpared to without a warm-up ( 42 .7  ± 5 .  5 secon:)s) • Continuous wann-up . 
at 75% vo2max significantly decreased performance (33 
. • 3 + 6 .9 seccn:Js). 
No significant differen:::e existed between the IX> warm-up performance 
times ani the dj scnntinuous warm-up performance times. '!he' results 
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in:iicate that a light warm-up ilJIDediately preoeciirg the anaerc:bic 
exercise significantly i.np:roves perfomarx::e. '!he d.isconti.1'ula warm-up 
set which is toore representative of field cxntitioos did IXlt 
significantly i.np:rove perfomarx::e. 
Varioos sbxlies have attenpted to detenni.ne the best predictor 
of anaerobic perforillal're by ccmparin;J different toodes of testi.rg am 
investigatirg the correlations between the tests . 'nlarp, Newhalse, 
Uffelman, 'nlorlan:l, & Jdmson (1985) sbxlied the relationshi:ps between 
the Wirgate Anaerobic Test am the 50 yard dash, 600 yard :nm, � 
lag jllllp, an:l the verticle junp. '!hey also examined how age an:l 
weight infl� Wirgate Test scores._ Fifty-six boys (mean aqe 13 . 26 + 
1. 20 years, mean body TNeight 48 . 85 ± 11 . 68 kilogram) with a wide rarge 
of athletic ability served as subjects. '!he resistarx::e settin:J for the 
30 secarx:i bicycle erganeter test was adjusted relative to body TNeight 
usin:J the st.armrd 75 grams per kilogram body TNeight. A warm-up period 
of four minutes of pedalirg at o .  50 kilograms of resist:arx::e .at 20 
kilaneters per hour with a sprint of ten pedal revolutions every minute 
Prea:rled each test. Followin;J the warm-up, the subjects rested for 
four minutes durin;J which t.ine the subject received directions 
� the test . Wirgate test scores for anaerobic power am 
capacity showed very little correlation to 600 yard nm times (r = ·-. 26 
am r = -. 29 ,  respectively) am only slightly better correlations to 50 
yard dash times (r = - . 53 an:i r = -. 53 ,  respectively) . '!he anaerd>ic 
pc:Mer arxi capacity values dEm:>nstrated a higher correlation to the 
verticle junp (r = � 70 am r = • 74 , respectively) than they did to the 
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lCDJ junp (r = . 59 ani r = . 59 ,  respectively) . Body �ght values were 
highly oorrelated to anaerobic power ard capacity (r = .90 and r = . 91,  
mspectively) • '/tqe values were DDierately oorrelated with anaerobic 
power ani capacity (r = . 73 ani r = • 76, respectively) • '!be results 
indicate that the Win;Jate Anaerd:>ic Test is a poor predictor of dash 
am run times, an:l a lOOderately good indicator for lag junp ani 
verticle junp perfo� . Win;Jate scores are highly correlated with 
body lflle�ght an:l this lll.lSt be taken into acx:nmt when CCJiparirg results 
between individuals and therefore shoold be expressed n a :relative 
manner, i.e. , power or capacity units per kilogram of body TNeight. 
IaVoie an:l Brayne (1984 ) examined charges in power output arxi 
fatigue with arrl without toe stirrups durirg bicycle erqaneter tests 
usirg the Win;Jate Anaerd:>ic Test ani the Evans-Quinney prot:ocx>l whidl 
is based on leg volune ani body tNeight. Fifty P1ysical edlJCatian arxi 
varsity athletes (mean age 22 . 6  ± 1 .85 years, mean body TNeight 74 . 88 ± 
8 . 37 kilograms) volunteered for this study . Testin;J involved four 
maximal 30 secxn:l anaerd:>ic power tests aver a two day period an a 
DXXlified Monark bicycle ergareter. '1\tJo tests TNere c:x:arpleted usirg the 
Wi.rqate protocol with an:i without toe stirrups arxi two tests were 
OCIIpleted usirg the Evans-Quinney protocol with an:i without toe . 
stirrups . Fad>. testin;J session consisted of bJo 30 secorrl maximal 
cyclin;J perfo� separated by 30 minute rest periods. At the 
OCIIpletioo. of a two minute wann-up at 50 watts the subject then 
proceejed directly into the 30 secorxl test . '!he Evans-Qu.inney protocol. 
with toe stirrups produced a significantly higher peak power. (860 + ·1o 
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watts) as ccupared to the Wirgate protocx>l also with toe stirrup; (780 
+ 9 watts) . Both protocols with toe stirrup; produced significantly 
higher values as q:p:sed to the same protocols withalt stirrups . '!he 
measurements of 30 secxni anaercbic ·capacity again de.nalstratai that 
significantly higher values were prcxiua:d with the Evans-Quinney 
protocx>l usin:J toe stirrup; (680 + 15 watts) than did the Wirgate 
protocx>l (640 ± 15 watts) • Both of these values were significantly 
greater than the values obtained with both protocols without toe 
stirrups . (Evans-Quinney - 625 + 12 watts, Wirgate - 625 + 10 watts) • 
'Ibis study irrlicates that the Evans-Quinney protocol usirq toe stirrup; 
produced significantly higher ana�i� peak power arxi capacity outp.rt:s 
when ccupared . to the Win;Jate protocol . '!he results irrlicate that 
bicycle erganeter test� us� toe stirrups is essential .  
'l'rairrl.n;J Effects on Anaerd:>ic Perfo:rmat"Oa 
For trai.nirg to be effective it 1TilSt folla« the prin::iple of 
specificity of exercise particularly in regards to the energy system 
bein:J used (1-i:Cafferty & Horvath, 1977) . A secorxi i.Irportant prin::iple 
which is krx:Jwn as the overload prin::iple states that for P'tysialCXJical 
'adaptations to occur an irrlividual 1TilSt exercise at a level above 
nonoal. . OVerload can be .acxx:mplished by manipllat� intensity, 
duration, aro;or frequerx::y (Weltman et al. , 1978) . · '!he major 
detenninirg factor between aerobic an:i anaerd:>ic t.rainirg is the 
intensity of exercise. '!he intensity level of anaerobic trai.nirg is 
such that ATP cannot be produced aerci>ically, rut via anaerobic 
metabolism (Jacd:ls et al, 1987 ) . 
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'1he duration of anaerci>ic exercise shoold rot exceed two 
m:iJ'Iltes due to the fact that the body switdles aver to prod110e the 
majority of ATP aerobically. All of the followin;J studies are very · 
similar in their t.rainirr;J methods � intensity ard duration. 
Differerres in frequerx:y rarqe fran 2.5 (Jac::xlbs et al. 1987) to 6 tilDes 
a \leek (Withers 1978) • 
Testin; of the effectiveness of tra� programs is �y 
dale by performance tests , priiDarily bicycle erganetJ:y tests although 
sane studies have used the Mal:garia � Climb Test or the � 
and Faulkrier treadmill test . 
Fax, Bartles, IQ.inzin;, ani Ragg ( 1977) examined the metabOlic 
c::ilanJes which resulted fran a high power in't:aval trainin:J program 
(short duratia1, high intensity) as c:x:mpared to a laN power interval 
t.rainilg program (lon;J duratia1, laN intensity) . 'Ihirty subjects (mean 
age 22 years) TNere pre- ani p:lS't-tested for the folla.Nirg variables: 
vo2max, blood lactic acid aocnmJJaticn folla.Nirg a short exhaustive 
run, and anae.rOOic power as measured by the Mal:garia stair - Climb Test. 
'1'rain:iJg occurred three days a week for eight . weeks . 'rrainl.n] for the 
high power groop (n = 16) consisted of 19 high intensity treadmill :runs 
of 30 secx:n:3s duration alternated with recovery in't:avals lorg enough 
to return the heart rate to between 120 ani 140 beats per nrinutes . '!he 
treadmill speeds ard grades rciDJed be'bNeen 15 ani 17 kilaooters per 
haJr and 5% ani 10%1 '!be laN power groop (n = 14) 
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trained for 2 . 0  minrt:es with 7 laver intensity treadmill runs of speeds 
am grades between 10 am 12 kilaneters per haJr am 5% am ut, 
respectively. '!he ret:XNery .intexvals were the . same as for the high 
power group . vo2max ilx:reased significantly for both graJpS-52 . 7 + 
4 . 5  milliliters per kilogram per mirute to 55 . 1  ± 5 . 1 milliliters per 
kilOCJl>am per mi.mte for the high power group am 51. 5  + 4 . 6  milliliters 
per kilogram per minute to 55 . 6  + 4 .  7 milliliters per kilogram per 
mirute for the low power train.in:J group . No significant charge was 
c:ilsel::ved in anaercbic np1scular power cutp.rt:. Post trainirg net lactic 
acid was significantly lC1ttt1er for both grcAJpS , with the low power group 
exhibitirg the greater decline. Post �  treadmill runnirg times 
were s�iar for both graJpS (118 . 3  + 27 . 4  secan:is am 115 . 9  + 20 . 2  
seocn:is for the high ani low power grcAJpS , respectively) . In SUDiriary 
both trainirg programs elicited similar charges in maximal aerd:>ic am 
anaercbic metabolism. 
Weltman, Moffatt, am stamford (1�78) examined the effects of 
anaerobic trainirg arx:l de-trainirg an the aerobic power ani anaerobic 
power am capacity on 19 college-age wanen (meanJe age 20 . 6  years) . 
Aerobic power was detennined usirg a stepwise iix:rement bicycle 
erganeter test protocol . '!he anaerobic perfonnan::e test involved an 
all-mt pedalirg task nn a mec:hani.cally braked bicycle ez:ganeter 
against a 4 .  0 kilogram resist:an::2 for 40 secorrls. · Both capacity ani 
peak power were detennined fran the 40 seconi all-out test . � 
c:x:x:urred three times a week for six TNeeks arxi involved two all-out 
bicycle rides (4 . 0  kilogram resist:an::2 for 40 secorrls) ,  with each 
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exercise bait beiRJ separated by 10 mirutes of rest . At the cxn::lusion 
of the train:irq pericxl, the subjects �ien::ai six weeks of 
detrai.nirxJ ani were retested. vo2max values showed a 10% increase 
(28 . 10 + 4 .  8 milliliters per kilogram per minrt:e to 31.  03 + 4 .  6 
milliliter per kilogzam per minrt:e) . 'lhe effects of detrainin;J lowered 
the vo2JCBX to . 27. 24 + 3 .  70 milliliters per kilogzam per minute . Mean 
anaerobic power iix:reased significantly fran 7 .  69 + • 75 revolutions to 
8 . 69 + . 95 :revolutiooss, a significant 13% i.rx:rease . Detrai.nirg 
laMered the anaerobic power to 5 . 65 ± 6. 31 revolutions, which was still 
12% above the pretest mean values. Anaercbic capacity values in::reased 
significantly by 12 . 1% above pretest values-53 . 80 + 5 . 9  revolutions to 
60 . 30 + _ · 7 � 04 revolutions. Detrai.nirg resulted in significantly lower 
anaerobic capacity (56 . 50 ± 6 . 31 revolutions) values below the posttest 
values wt were still 5 . 0% higher than pretest figures. Six weeks of 
anaerobic train:irq significantly iix:reased aerobic power ani anaerobic 
power am capacity with six weeks of detrain:irq significantly lowerin;;J 
aerobic power . Anaerobic perfol:lllal'a! measures � still significantly 
higher after detrain:irq. 
Jacobs, Esbjornsson, Sylven, Holm, am Jansson (1987) studied 
the dlarges in intranuscular myoglobin carx:srtration in response to 
supramaximal exercise trai.nirg. Seven males an=! four females 
participated as the �imental 9raJP which trained on the average of 
2 . 5  times a �  for six weeks on a mechanically braked cycle 
erganeter. Each train:irq session consisted of two 15 secc:ni ani two 30 
secom all-cut cycle sprints against a resistance of 75 granS per 
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kilogram body �ight ani -were separated by rest intel:val.s of 45 secxn3s 
ani 15 mimtes, respectively. '1'rainirq was progressive such that by 
the sixth lVeek each sessicn CXI'lSisted of six 15 secard ani six 30 
secard cycle sprints. A pre- ani post-test was CXll'ducted usirg the 
Wilqate Anae:rOOic Test with the :resl.st:arxa set at 75 grams per kilogram 
body �ght. Blood lactate sanples � taken fran the firger tip 
jDIIllf!C)i ately followirg the Wilqate Anaerd:>ic Test. Muscle biopsies were 
taken fran the vastus lateralis one day prior to am t\\10 days follow� 
the final trainirg session. Trainirg did not produce any significant 
c:harges in perfo� measures usirg the Wilqate Anaerobic Test . Peak 
lactate carnmt.ratians significantly � due  to t.rainin:J: 
11 . 4  ± 1 . 0  millasmols per liter to 12 . 5  ± 1 . 3  milliosmols per liter 
before ani after trainirg, respectively. Muscle myoglobin CXll'r.e.l'lt.lion 
significantly decreased after t.rai.nirg: 17 . 6 ± 4 .  3 milligrams per gram 
to 15 . 3  ± 3 . 0  milligrams per gram. 'Dle results of this study in:ticate 
that supramaximal trainirg ·two times a � does not provide adequate 
stim.llus to i.Irprove anaerobic perfo� as measured by the Wilqate 
Anaerd:>ic Test. 
Inbar am Bar-Or (1980) stu:iied the effects of seven weeks of 
anaerobic ani aerobic t.rai.nirg on ann ani leg anaerobic perfo�. 
Fifty-two males, mean age 20 . 7  years, trained 4 to 5 times a week for 3 
to 4 hours per session. '!he anaerobic t.rai.nirg in:luded plSh-ups , . 
plll-ups, :rope=climbin;, l.Jiirlll-runnirxj, stair-climbirg, squats, ani 
other Various �ight liftin:J exercises . A di.st:ain:! nm of up to 5 
kilaneters per day ani CCilpletion of an obstacle coorse made-up the · 
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aercilic lNt>rkart:s. 'lbe lab tes1:inJ involved the Wirqate Anaerobic Test 
usin!J a Mcnark bicycle erganeter. '!he resistance for the arms am legs 
was 0. 30 kilogram meters per kilogram of body 'Meight am 0 . 45 kilogram 
meters per kilogram of body 'Meight, respectively. 'Ihe field tests 
in=lu:ied hill runnin;J (25% grade for 170 meters) 1 100 meter dash, am 
pll.l�. '!he results in:li.cate that both mean am peak power ilrproved 
significantly for the arms cmean p:JWer pretest - 29 .7  ± . 58 kilogram 
meters per minute arxi posttest 32 . 2  ± . 56 kilogram meters per minute; 
peak power pretest 35 . 5  kilogram meters per minute +  • 75 arxi � -
40 . 5  kilogram meters per minute + 6 . 9 .  Only the leg mean power 
in::reased significantly (43 . 0  kilogram meters per minute + . 53 pretest 
to a posttest value of 44 . 2 kilogram meters per minute . + • 58) • In the 
field tests pll.l-ups in::reased significantly fran a pretest mean of 
9 .  77 to a posttest value of 11 . 71. Hill runnin;J also in::reased 
significantly (pretest 60. 79 secorrls to posttest 58 .81 secorrls) .  No 
significant c::harge was noted in the 100 meter dash tilDes. '1lle 
anaerOOic train.i.r¥j methods enployed in this stu:ly did inprove anaerobic 
perfo� as measured by laboratory ani field tests . 
'!he effect of a short tooderately . intense anaerobic .train.i.n.J. 
program on fifty boys, ages 11 to 13 years, as determined by � 
Winjate Anaerobic Test was corxiucted by Grodjincvsky, Inbar, IDtan, ·am 
Bar-Or (1980) • '!he train.i.r¥j period was six 'Weeks; with the subjects 
exercisirg three times per week. '!he subjects were raOOanl.y divided 
into bio train.i.n.J groups . One group trained usin] only sprint runnin;J , . 
which consisted of three maximal 40 meter nms prcx::E!9ded by 3 maximal 
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150 meter nms per lr«>rkalt. '!he other graJp trained only with the use 
of a bicycle e:cganeter and cx:nsisted of three eight seccn:i all-cut 
pedalin;J l::nrt:s followed by three 30 seccn:i all-alt bicycle sprints. 
Every two \Veeks the rides and nms lVere iJx::reased to maintain overload. 
AnerOOic power, capacity, and fatigue imex lNere tested usin;J the 
Wirgate Anaercbic Test. Fac:h subject pedaled for a 12 minute wann-up 
to raise the heart rate to approximately 150 beats per minute . 'lh.is 
was then followed by a 4 to 5 minute :rest prior to the actUal test . A 
Fleisch erganeter was used for the test an:l the resistance was set 
relative to the subject's bcrly weight ( 45 grams . per kilogram bcrly 
weight) • Both t.rainin; groups iJx::reased their anaerobic capacity when 
expressed as kilogram meters per minute or as by total lr«>rk kilogram 
meters per minute. 'nle mean values for total lNOrk for the bicycle 
graJp iJx::reased significantly when expressed in an . absolute manner 
( 1534 . 3 + 57 . 6 kilogram meters per minute to 1607 . 4 + 65 . 2 kilogram 
meters per minute) an:l relative to bcrly weight (43 . 7 + 1 . 0  kilogram 
meters per minute to 45 . 2  ± 1 . 2  kilogram meters per milmte) . 'nle · 
sprint group had similar significant inp:rovements for absolute total 
lr«>rk (1678 . 2 + 55 . 6 kilogram meters per minute to 1760 . 9 + . 53 . 6 
kilogram meters per minute) an:l relative to bcrly weight (43 . 6  +
. 
1·. 3  
kilogram meters per minute to 45 •. 2 + 1 . 3  kilogram meters per minute )  . • 
'Dle effect of t.rainin; on anaercbic power (the highest work out:pit in a 
five seccn:i period) only inl>:roved significantly for the bicycle graJp 
(1806 . 1  + 65 . 9  kilogram meters per minute to 1902 + 85 . 0  kilogram 
meters per minute . It was detennined that the Wirgate Anaerobic Test 
was sensitive etXU]h to detect � in anaerobic capacity in 
drl.l.dren after a six � anaerobic train.i.rq period eqilasirq short 
intense lNOrk baits. 
lblst:al ani 'lhansan (1977) stu:lied the ability of five middle 
aged men (34 to 37 years) who lMere experierred erdurarre rurmers 
(awmxJ.mately 35 Jd.laneters per �) ,  to adapt to an intense 
anaerobic hill � program. '!he followirq variables � 
investigated: vo2max as measured on a treadmill test (Balke protcxx>l) , 
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.anaerobic capacity (eunni.rgham & Faulkner method) , ani anaerobic � 
(Margaria stair Clilnb Test) • Trai.n:i.rg was corrluct:ed four times a � 
for six weeks on a paved hill (3 . 3% �) ani a grassy hill ( 44% 
grade) • . '!he tral.nirg an the 3 .  3% graded hill involved 3 maximal 60 
secord ani 2 maximal 90 secon:i nms, with two arx:l three minutes of· 
rec:avery between nms ,  respectively. '!be train.i.rq on the 44% graded 
hill involved five 6 seconi nms with 24 sec:::arm of recovery between 
baits. At the ccn::lusion of the six � train.i.rq period, the five 
subjects significantly in::reased the mean c1:istan=e covered for both the 
60 secord cu:xi 90 secord � baits by 13 . 7% arx:l 13 . 4% ,  respectively. 
Anaerobic capacity in::reased by 16 . 7% as measured by the short 
exhaustive nm. No significant irx::rease in vo2max was fCA.lt'd. 
Anaerobic power did nX. significantly irx::rease with tral.nirg as 
measured by the Margaria stair Clilllb Test. 
A study exami.nin;J the effects of 3 DDnths of pre-season 
c:x:ntitionirg on several parameters . of seven international female 
lacrosse players was COJ'Xiucted by Withers (1978) . Four testS were 
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oatpletai durin] the ooorse of the pre seascn: body CXIlp:stinn 
detenninecl by skinfold measurements, vo2max as measured en the 
treadmill us in] the Froeliciler Prot:ax>l, anaercbic power as measured 
usin] the Margaria step Test, am anaercbic capacity as measured by the 
� am Faulkner short exhaustive nm. All the athletes trained 
twice a day, six times per week. 'lhe runnirg program began with 
cont.imcus workouts am gradually shifted aver to interval �­
Trainirg significantly (p<0. 05) in::reased the V02 max of the athletes 
(44 � 0  + 3 . 8 milliliters per kilogram per minute to 52 .9  + 3 . 8  
milliliters per kilogram per minute) • Run time for the short 
exhaustive treadmill nm also � significantly (42 . 5  + 6 . 3  
sec::oms .to
· 
61 . 4  + 7 .  6 se:con:ls) • Time in the Margaria stair Cl imb  Test 
significantly decreased (527 ± 050 milli.seoon:ls to 478 + 050 
milli.seoon:ls) • It was evident that the preseason corxtitioni.rg did 
significantly enhance the athlete's aerd:>ic and anaerd:>ic enm:gy 
systems . 
'lhe Effects of a Season of carpetition 
Research has irrli.cated that preseason traini.n:J programs . will 
inprove the anaerciJic perfonnance of athletes. What haR?ens to the . 
t:hysical fitness levels of athletes duri.rq a season of cuupetition is 
still urx:lear. 
In one of the few studies which examined the effects of a · 
season of c:x:arpetition on anaerciJic ard aerci:>ic variables Green ard 
Halston (1975) utilized members of bNo jrmior ice hockey teams whose 
ages ran;,ed between 16 ani 20 years . '!he pretest was cx:niucted four 
weeks into the preseason trai.n.irg period ard the posttest took place 
five nart:hs later, just prior to the eni of the regular season . 
Skinfolds, bodyweight, vo2max as detenni.ned by a graded treadmill test 
(Balke method) , anaerobic power (Margaria stair Climb Test) , ani 
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anaerobic capacity (eunnin:jlam & Faulkner prot:oc:x>l) � all evaluated. 
No significant diff� was fami between the pretest ani posttest 
mean values for vo2max, body -weight, percent body fat an:i bloc:d 
lactates. '!be short exhaustive mean run times (anaerobic capacity) 
increased significantly by 16 . 3% (64 . 3  + 13 . 1  seccn:)s to 74 . 8  ± 10 . 2  
secxnis) • '!be anaerobic power in::r'easa.i significantly as 'Well ( 130 .  3 ± 
18 . 0  kilogi:ams per secon:i to 137 . 8  ± 17 . 2  kilogi:ams per secon:i) . 
Coleman, Kreuzer 1 Friedridl, am JUVenal ( 1974) con:hlcted cl 
similar study except that they examined the effects of a season of 
basketbal  carpatition on the aerobic am anaerobic energy systems of 
nine freshmen basketball players. vo2max was �tenn:ined usi.rg the 
Balke treadmill protocol an:i anaerobic power was detenn:ined accordl.r¥] 
to the Margaria stair Climb Test protocol. 'lhe pretest was c:x:nlucted 
a1e � prior to the first gane am the posttest was acx:uuplished one 
week after the final gane . TvJenty weeks separated the two tests . At 
the oorx:lusian of the season there were oo significant ch.arges in 
treadm:il.l perfo� time or vo2max. Anaerabic power as measured in 
Vertical velocity did significantly inprove (4 . 99 ± . 34 feet per secorrl 
· to 5.  33 + • 31 feet per secorxi) • 'nle :results of this study irxlicate 
that a seasa1 of basketbal  cx••1etiticn was of adequate intensity to 
maintain aercbic fitness am to iDprcve .anaercbic power perfonnaiX:e. 
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To further examine how anaercbic metabolism ard basketball are 
related, Ramsey, Ayoub, nldek, am � (1970) studied the effects of 
brief rest intervals (timeart:s am f:reethrows) en the rea:JVery heart 
rates of bJo freshmen basketbal  players durin1 a sin1le game . 
Heart rates were nali.tored every 30 sec:xnis usin1 telemetJ::y for the two 
basketball players, one a starter am one a reset:ve player. n.tri.rg the 
c::aJrSe of the game, 18 f:reethrows � taken by other players. .� 
anomt of time fran when the fool was whistled to the resumirg of play 
averaged between 30 _to 40 sec:xnm . � mean heart rate durirq the 
first 10 sec:x:R1s of rea:JVery (180 beats per minute) was significantly 
different fran that of the last 10 sec:xnis of recavery (168 . 5  beats per 
minute) • No significant difference was detennined fran the first or 
last 10 sec:xnis of recovery durirg a f:reethrow when the athlete ·himself 
was t:akiig the fool shot . Il1rirg the six timeouts of the game there 
was a significant drop in mean heart rate (176 beats per minute to 153 
beats per �) .  It is evident fran the results that timeart:s arxi 
f:reethrows by other players provide enough time for signific;:ant 
decreases in heart rate. 
Instead of examin:in:j the effects of a season of caupetition ·on 
anaerobic perfonnaiX:e, Si.nnirg ard Adrian (1968) investigated how . 
cardiorespiratory parameters � effected by a season of caupetition. 
Seventeen 'WClDeil (mean age 20 . 8  years) volunteered as subjects for the 
study . Eight wanen, who \rt1ere members of a collegiate basketball team 
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participated in 25 practices ani 7 games durirq the course of the 66 
day seasa1 . vo2max irx::reased fran the beginnirq (34 . 4  + 5 . 1  
milliliters per kilogram per minute) to the em (38 .  1 + 4 . 1  milliliters 
per kilogram per minute) of the seasa1 . 
A similar study oan:lucted by McArdle, Magel , am l(yvallas 
(1971) examined the c::harges in maximal oxygen uptake over the course of 
a basketbal  season in six lValle1l basketball players. '!he first test 
was � b¥o weeks before the first game ani the last test within 
ooe ·\Veek after the last game . '!he oourse of the season incltded 17 
games ani 41 practices. vo2max was determined usirq the graded 
treadmill test protocol described by Balke. No significant differerx::e 
was obsezved between the pretest am posttest values for V02max .  '!be 
authors felt that the lack of i.nprovement in vo2max was due to lack of 
sufficient intensity to pl:q)erly overload the aerobic energy system . 
In an attempt to further examine how a season affects 
caniiorespirato:cy fwctions ·�1 (1968) also stuli.ed the effects of 
a season (21 week) of c:x:arpetition on the cardiac functions of 7 male 
freshmen basketball players. '1he followirq cardiac functions were 
studied: restiiq heart rate, minutes of treadmill perfonnance to 
attain a heart rate of 180 beats per minute usirg the Balke 't.re:admill 
test protocol, annmt of tilre for heart rate to drc.p to 90 beats per 
minute fran the peak of 180 beats per minute, am recovery heart rates 
at 30 secorns, 60 secon::!s, am 90 secanis after the cx:arpletion of the 
treadmill test. No significant difference was fcmxi between the 
pretest am posttest values for restin; heart rate. 'Ihe time to reach 
a recaveey heartrate of 90 beats per mimrt:e folla.dn:J the treadmill 
test was significantly lager at tlle Eni of the seascn than at the 
beginni.rq. A similar significant differerx:s was determined for the 
recovery heart rates at 30, 60, an::l 90 seccn:Js of recovery. A 
significant differerx:a in perfcmoance time to elicit a maxiDI.Im heart 
rate of 180 beats per mimrt:e was foord. 
Anaerobic Perfo� Values of Athletes 
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Despite the fact that many sports rely a1 anaerobic energy 
scm:"CeS ,  few studies have examined the differerx::es that exist in 
anaerobic .peAtier arxi capacity of athletes. '!his type of data �d make 
it poss:il:>le to draw cx:mparisons between athletes of different sportirq 
activities arxi with rx>n-athletes . 
· In an atte.n'pt to establish better anaerobic perfonnarx::e nonns 
crielaard ani Pinlay (1981) carpared the anaerobic power of variaJS 
track athletes ani rx:n-athletes. Six sprinters, three short-middle­
di.stance runners , six l01'X3' middle di.stance runners , arxi six marathoners 
cx::mpriSed the track group . '!he ralathletic group consisted of 32 
subjects. Anaerobic poWer was measured ·usin1 an all-out bicycle 
�aneter test in which the subject pedaled against a :resistarx:e 
rargin1 fran foor to seven kilograms for less than ten seccn:Js . '!he 
marathon runners exhibited the lowest anaerobic power .values 8 . 93 ± . 4  
watts per kilogram. '!he anaerobic power values for the sprinters -were 
the highest 14 . 16 + 1 . 36 watts per kilogram. '!he mean anaerobic power 
art:prt:s for the short arxi lon;J middle di.stance runners lNere similar to 
the marathal :runners , (10 . 63 + . 32 watts per kilocp:am ani 10. 51 + . 21 
watts per kilog:tam, respectively) . '!be mean anaerobic power for the 
na1athletic groop was (10 . 1  + 1 . 2  watts per kilogram) . 
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A similar stmy by Withers, Rcberts, ani IBvies (1977) examined 
vo2JraX an:i anaerobic power in males who participated in track (n = 13 ) , 
soccer (n = 5) , hockey (n = 9) an:i basketbal  (n = 11) • 'D1e track 
groop was o ''I csed. of two sprinters , three m.iddJ e di.starx::e :runners , an:i 
eight lag di.starx::e :runners . vo2max was measured on a treadmill at a 
constant speed of 11. 3  kilaneters per hour with the elevation beirg 
raised 2 .  5% every 'b«> mim.rt:es . AnaerdJic power was measured by the 
Margaria stair Clinb Test . '!he highest; mean vo2max was determined in 
the track athletes (72 . 0 milliliters per kilogram per minute) ani the 
lowest mean value was in the basketball players (58 . 5  milliliters per 
kilogram per minrt:e) • '!he highest mean anaerdJic power a.ttpit was 
foon:i in the soccer players (1 . 65 ± . 14 kilogram meters per seccni) ,  
follONed by the hockey players (1. 56 ±· 09 kilogram meters per secx:n:i) 
ani then basketball players ( 1. 44 ± . 13 kilogram meters per seccni) • 
}It)� anaerobic power values of athletes fran track (n = 10) , 
basketball (n = 16) , soccer (n = 23) , an:i t¥anen's field hockey (n = 23 ) 
were examined by Verma, ltirlrxiroo an:i Kansal (1979) . Seventy six 
athletes �irg in age fran 16 to 27 years TNere stulied. Anaerobic 
power was measured by the Margaria stair Climb Test . 'lhe results 
:inii.cated that soccer players denonstrated the highest mean anaerobic 
power (1.  766 ± . 175 kilogram meters per secorxi) followed by basketball . 
players (1.  555 ± . 1285 kilogram meters per secorrl) • Track athletes · 
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l.Vere next, (1 .  39 + • 0867 kilogram meters per seocni) ard the wanen 
field hoc:key players had the lowest power art:pit ( 1 . 17 4 ± . 1524 
kilo;tam meters per seocni) . · '!be authors believed that the variability 
in the anaerd:>ic power of the different athletes l.Vere valid reflections 
of the energy de.tnams of each particular sport. 
91D1Mry of Review of Literature 
In an attenpt to a�tely measure the anaer'OOic perfonnance 
of man, various laboratory tests have been develcp:d; jllllp tests, stair 
clint> tests , treadmill tests , am cycle-erganeter tests . Early 
perfonnance tests (Sargeant Junp Test am Margaria stair Climb Test) 
lasted iess than one secorxi am measured only anaer'OOic power ani not 
capacity. Sane researchers believe that the Sargeant jUll'p test is nore 
a measurement of inpllse than of power (Ayalon et al ,  1974) . '!he 
validity of the Margaria stair Climb Test .has been questioned, i.e. , is 
it a test of anaerobic power or just a measure of stair clilnbin:J 
ability? '!he CUnnirgham am Faulkner Treadmill Test (1969) only 
measures anaerobic cap:lCity. Ole to its ability to measure both 
anaerd:>ic power am capacity' the bicycle erganeter test usin:J the 
Wi.n;Jate protoc:x>l is a nuch nore feasible perfonnance test . '!he 
reliability of the Wi.n;Jate Anaerobic Test rarges fran 0 . 90 to 0 . 98 
(MacDcugall, We.rger, am Green 1982) . Inbar et al . (1976) de.Ioonstrated 
the validity of the · Wi.n;Jate Anaerobic Test when they determined that 
the 87% of all energy utilized durirg the test came fran anaerobic 
SCAJrCeS .  To measure tnle maximal power in a 30  secx:ni bicycle 
erganeter test, an cpt.imal CQli)i.nation of :resist:ara! settin:] and 
pedalin:j rate 1lllSt be aco ••t;>lished. Katch et al. (1976) determined 
that the pedalin:j rate 1lllSt be all-cut to produce the highest power 
art:p.It. '!he majority of the research presented in this chapter has 
utilized the stardard Wirgate resist:ara! settin) of 75 grams per 
kilCXJiam of 1:xxly �ght. A light waJliHlP iJJ'IDf!diately followed by the 
bicycle erganetry test has been shown to significantly i.nprove 
anaerobic perfo� (Inbar and Bar-Or, 1975 ; Prevost and I.efeb.lre, 
1980) . 
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While bJo studies (Grodjil¥Jvsky et al. 1980) ; Weltman et al .  
1978) have shown both anaerobic power � capacity to i.nprove followin:] 
anaerobic trai.nirq, bvo other studies (Inbar am Bar-Or, 1980 ; HalSton 
and 'lhansan, 1977) reported Clll.y i.nprovements in anaerobic capacitY. 
Only one stOOy (Jacobs et al . , 1987) reported no i.nprovement in either 
anaerobic power or capacity. '!his may be due to the fact that the 
chosen frequercy (blo times per �) may not have provided sufficient 
overload. 
A n� of studies were reviewed examinin;J both aerobic and 
anaerobic response to exercise. It was i.nt:erest.irg to rote that both 
the aerobic ani anaerobic energy systems cwld be significantly 
· 
inproved as a result of trai.nirq prograns (o.nmirxJham and Faulkner, · 
1969 ; Fax et al .  I 1977 ; Inbar and Bar-Or, 1981; Withers, 1978) . '!he 
effects of detrai.nirq on aerobic and anaerobic perfo� revealed 
that after six � of detrai.nirq vo2max values fell below pretest 
values bit bJt:h anaerd:>ic power am capacity lft1ere still significantly 
greater than the pretest values. 
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. In aatitioo to exami.n:irq how train:i.JxJ effects anaerci>ic am 
aerob�c perfo�, several :researdlers have studied how a seaSCI'l of 
o ••1etitioo affects both anaerd:>ic ani aerobic metabolism. Coleman · et 
al. (1974) reported that anaerobic power as measured by the Margaria 
stair Cl.im Test iDproved significantly as a result of participation 
durin;J the cnm;e of a c:x:anpatitive season. Green ani Houston (1975) 
ani Withers (1978) deter.mi.ned that both anaerobic power ani capacity 
iliProveci significantly as a result of a season of CCillpetition. Sinnirg 
ani Adrian (1968) reported that as a result of a season of cuupetition 
vo2max .:irX::reased. All other :research has determined that vo2max does 
oot in::rease after a season of basketball CX�Ipetition (Coleman et al . , 
1974 ; McArdle et al . ,  1971 ; Eidsness, 1971) . 
Another area of researdl is c:x:n=emed with evaluati.rg the 
anaerobic power an:i capacity levels of iniividuals. Criclaard ani 
Pimay (1981) in carparin; the anaerobic power values ·of track athletes 
ani I'Q'l-athletes determined that the athletes possessed greater 
anaerobic power . Withers (1977) ani Venna (1970) catpared . the 
anaerobic power values of basketball players to athletes of other 
sports . '!hey cxn::luded that basketball players exhibited average pOwer 
CAitplts. 
Cllapter ill 
'Ihe p.np::lSe of this stuiy was to investigate the effects of . 
pre seascn practices an:i a season of c::x::.upetition on the anaerobic paver 
an:i capacity of a collegiate basketbal  team. In this chapter the 
procedures enployed are described in the followirq sections: subjects, 
facilities, equipnent, testirq procedures, an:i statistical analyses. 
SUbjects 
. '!Wenty-three subjects volunteered for this stuiy arxi conseilted 
to all the requi.rem:mts presented in the infonned consent fonn 
(Awen:lix A) . '!he experimental group was cx:arprised of 11 members of 
the 1987-88 Saith Dakota state University men's varsity basketball 
team. Saith Dakota state University is a member of the NCAA arxi 
maintains a Division II status an:i is a dlarter member of the North 
Central Conferen::e . All of the athletes were recnrl.ted by the 
university to CXll�te at the Division II level an:i are receivin] either 
a full or partial athletic scholarship. · D.lri.rg the 1987-88 season ,  
this basketball team finished secxn:i in the North Central Confererx::e 
an:i participated in NCAA post season play. 'll1e averall record for the 
1987-88 season was 21-9 . '!his overall record exerplifies that these 
athletes lNere highly skilled in the sport of basketball . '!he mean 
dlaracteristics of the subjects can be .fOUl'rl in Table 1 .  '!he age of 
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the basketbal  players was 19 .7  + 1. 1 years . 'lhe lfe1eight ard height of 
the players 1 respectively 1 wez'e 87 • 9 ± 11 . 5  kilograms ani 191.  7 ± 8 • 9 
centimeters . 
'1he 12 tne.IIiJers of the control grcAJp were recruited fran the PE 
100 lifetime arxl fitness activity classes at sooth I8kota state 
University durilg the fall semester of 1987 . 'lhese subjects did rot 
participate in any intercollegiate athletics arxl had exercised less 
than 30 minutes of continuous activity three times a week for at least 
a year . 'lhe age of the control grcAJp was 18 .7  + 5 .  2 years. '!he mean 
weight arxl height, respectively, lNere 73 . 5  ± 8 .  7 kilograms am 181.8  ± 
4 .  7 centimeters . 
Facilities 
All testilg was perfonned in the Human Perfo� Lab in the 
stanley J. Marshall HPER center on the canplS of sooth D:1kot:a state 
Uni varsity. '!he minor fluctuations in envirornnental factors such as 
telrperature arxi relative humidity were IX>t recorded since it has been 
documented that the Wirgate Anaerobic Test is rx*. affected by climatic 
cx:n:iitians (Dotan & Bar-Or, 1980) . 
• 
Weight (kg) 
Height ) em) 
Age 
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Table 1 
Mean Olaracteristics of SUbjects 
Basketbal  Players (n=11) 
87 .. 86 + 11 . 47 
191 . 67 + 8 . 88 
19 . 72 + 1. 05 
Control GrQJp (n=12) 
73 . 46 + 8 . 67 
181 . 82 + 4 . 66 
18 . 70 + 5 . 16 
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Al.l ·testin:J was perfonoed en a mcx1ified !b1ark bicycle 
ergaoeter (see Figure 1) . In its urm:xtified state the :resi.st:arre 
awlied to the ergaoeter's flywheel was by the use of a perdulum 
system. 'lhe annmt of resi.st:arre that CDll.d be awlied to the flywheel 
raJ'qed fran 0 .  0 to 7 .  0 kilograms. Aa:xll:'di1'q to the st:aOOard Win;Jate 
Anaerobic Test p:rotocx>l, the flywheel resi.st:aJ're should be equal to 75 
grams per kilogram of body lNeight. Usin) this guide the flywheel 
resi.st.aB:e for many of the ba.sket:ball players ecxeeded the 7 .  0 kilogram 
limit cn the stan:1ard �k ergaoeter. 'lhe apparatus had to be 
noii.fied to allOVI for the application of these greater resistances 
beCause of the basketball player's relatively heavy body lNeights • . '!he 
pendulum apparatus was rem:wed fran the bicycle erganeter ani the belt 
p.U.ley was repositioned to allOVI for the hargirg of �ights in front of 
the flywheel . '!he <JR;X)Site en:i of the belt was attached to a Olatillon 
sprin) scale which was ardlo:red to a wall am positioned such that the 
scale was directly above the targent of the flywheel . '!he sprin) scale 
allowed for the nw?asurinl of :resi.stan=es rargirg fran 0 . 0 to 15 . 0  
kilograms. 
In additicm to nxtifyirg the :resi.st:aJ're ClR?licatian system the 
stan:1ard seat post was also noii.fied. rue to the heighth of the 
basketball players, a reinforced ani len:fthened seat post was used to 
ensure . proper leg extension durirg the erganeter test. LaVoie & Brayne 
(1984) detennined that the use of toe stirrups for the Win3ate 
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Anaerobic Test prcxluoed significantly higher anaerobic powers ani 
capacities. rue to the lcu-ge shoe sizes of the basketbal  players toe 
stirrups ca.lld not be used. Christ:qile pedal straps \¥ere enployed to 
keep the subject's feet fran sliwin:.J off of the pedals. '1he strap was 
made of leather ani fastened to eadl side of the pedal ani was 
positiooed aver the tq> of each subject's foot. 
To facilitate the oa.mti.n; of pedal revolutions, a 5a1y video 
camera :recx:>:rder \Vere enployoo. '!he camera was positioned such that the 
subject's feet while restirg on the pedals � centered at the 
television screen. 'lhe camera was equipped with a stopwatch that was 
:recx:>rded on the tape . '!his stopwatch_was used for the timi.rg of the 30 
seocn:i . erganeter test . 
Testirg Procedures 
Familiarization Session 
'nle p.u:pose of the familiarization session was to acquaint each 
subject with the equipnent ani testi.rq proced\Ires. Prior to the 
familiarization session each subject was given an infonned CXll'lSel1t fonn 
to read and sign (� A) • Fach subject was given vel:bal 
instructions as to the procedures that lft10Uld be inplemented durirg the 
30 seocn:i bicycle erganeter test and the TNeight of each subject was 
measured ani :recx:>rded ani the optiinal. seat height was detenni.ned.. '!he 
benefits and risks involvoo with the study � explained. 
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Fach subject perfonned the OCilplete Win:jate Anaerobic Test 
procedure at least are prior to the collection of data. D.lrirg the 
testirg procedure, foor pecple � present  in the testirg lab: the 
subject, test instructor, video cameraman, am an inllvidual to record 
· the resi.st:.arna settirgs. All subjects refrained fran viqoraJS exercise 
for at least 24 halrs am �  at least two halrs post absorptive prior 
to each testirg sessicm. '!he cor.rect wdght necessacy to provide the 
desired resi.st:.arna was hun;J fran the flywheel belt. '!his weight was 
detenni.ned with the starx1ard Win:jate Anaerobic Test protocol of 75 
grams of resi.st:.arna per kilogram of body weight (Ayalan et al . , 197 4) • 
A wann-up of 2 minutes at a pace of 50 beats per minute , as set by a 
Franz electric metrorx:me p:receeded each test. At each beat the subject 
was to be at the down stroke of each pedal Plase, altematirg right arrl 
left feet with each succ::essive beat. OJrirq the wann-up , the test 
instructor susperxied the weight in his right harx:l such that the 
resi.st:.arna on the sprin:J scale was approximately • 5 kilograms. With 
approximately 15 sec::c:nis left in the wann-up, the test instructor 
nxJtioned the. cameraman to begin :recol:'dil'q. At the catpletian of the 
wann-up Plase the test instructor called "nJW'' at whidl tilDe :the 
subject irx::reased the pedal rate to a maximal level . As the speed 
in::reased the test instructor lowered the weight such that the full 
resi.st:.arna was awlied to the flywheel within two secoms . When the 
weight had been cx:ll"pletely lowered, the cameraman started the 
stopwatch. '1he subject pedaled as fast as possible for the full 30 
secarrl test. To insure against pacin:J, each subject was not told hc:7.rl 
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liJ..1Ch time remained in the test by the cameraman. st.t:oRJ verllal 
- was given � the test. '!he subject was 
instn1cted to remain seated � the test. At approximately 35 
seoat'ds the cameraman called "step" to tenninate the test. Followirg 
the test, the subject pedalled with oo resist:an:::e slowly for 
awraximately two to five minutes. 
'1hree testi.rg dates were dlosen to reflect the three different 
IDases of a mllege basketball seascm . 'Ihe first test for the 
basketball players was catpleted at � (X)I'Clusion of the pre season 
trainirg period, Octcber 13 , 1987 . '!he secon:l testi.rg dates, November 
16 to 18 , 1987 , were at the erxi of the pre-cuupetitive practice season . 
'!he final testirg date, March 21, 1987 , was carducted at the corx::lusion 
of the basketbal  season. '!he three test� dates for the control 
group were: test one; Octcber 29 , 1987 , test two; December 3 ani· 4 ,  
1987 a00 test three i March 2 1 1  1988 • 
Upon enteri.rg the Human Perfonnan::e lab for the actual test� 
session, the weight of the subject was recorded to the nearest ·  . s  
kilogram. '!he seat height was adjusted to the previoosly determined 
level fran the familiarization test. After the subject was seated on 
the bicycle erganeter arxi the mrrect weight had been · placed on the 
flywheel belt, the test protocol was revi� by the test instructor. 
'!he � procedures for the three actual tests were carried a.rt in 
the same manner as has been p:revialSly described for the 
familiarizatial test . 
Seasa1 of Basketball Traini.n:J 
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'!he goal of this study was to detennine haN a seasat of 
basketball affects the anaerobic performarres of basketbal  players. A 
major part of the season of basketbal  pertains to traini.rg. '!he goal 
of . a pre season corxtitioni.n; program is to inprove the overall fitness 
level of the basketball players. '!he five � pre season corxtitioni.n; 
program involved both n.umi.rg aid weight traini.rg. '!he n.umi.rg program 
primarily. consisted of intel:val lVOrkouts. 'lhe lNeight t:raini.rg programs 
were designed to develop basic � - A SUlllllarY of the pre-season 
corxtitioni.n; program is foorxi in � B. A sanple lNeight traini.rg 
program is provided in AppeOOix c. rur� the five week pre-season 
period, a Shootirg Workcut was ccupleted � per �. '1his lVOrkout 
lasted awroxilnately 20 minutes . It involved the player shootirq a 
prescribed type of shot as many tilnes as PJSSible· for one minute . Ten 
free throws were shot between each one minute shootirq session. By the 
fifth � each player was shootirq 10 different shots . 
'!he pre-mup:::titive period ard season of c:xmpetition follorNed 
the pre season corxtitioni.n; period. corxlitioni.n; durirq these tilDe 
peric:ds was acxxauplished through drill TNOrk, intel:val · an:l sprint 
n.umi.rg· ani scrim:nages. Practices dur� the basketball season lasted
· 
an the average of bNo hours. A 10 to 15 minute light wann-up preceded 
each practice session. '!his consisted of a series of � an:l 
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footwork drills. After this the players participated in flexibility 
exercises for awroximately 15 minrt:es . '!he majority of each practice 
sessioo was devoted to skill . develcpnent. '!his was acx:uuplished 
primarily in half cx:urt drill situatioos. Team scrimnages lVere usually 
10 to 20 minutes in lergth, durin1 which time lllll.tiple substitutions 
'Nere made . RLlmin;J TNOrkart:s lasted fran 5 to 10 minutes ard 'Nere 
usually at the em of each practice. A major part of the runni.n:J 
workcut was five seconj sprints, fran baseline to baseline .  A ten 
seconj sprint involved numi.n;J to the c::g:a;ite baseline ard reb.nTliig 
to the startirg baseline. An int:aval. type run which lasted fran 25 to 
35 semros involved the followirg rcutine: st:art.in:J fran the baseline, 
each player sprints to the f:reethrow line ani then back to the startirg 
baseline, then sprints to the half cx:urt line am back to the startirg 
baseline, each player then sprints to the c::g:a;ite baseline ard finally 
back to the startirg baseline. A sanple practice plan is located in 
� E. 
rata Reducti.cn 
'!he quantificatioo of anaerd:>ic · power am capacity is 
aCCXIIplished by neasurirg external work which is the product of the· 
ciist:aix::e the flywheel travels, arxi the frictional resist:arx=e beirg . 
awlied to the flywheel ('!harp et. al .  , 1985) • In order to calculate 
anaerd:>ic measures ,  it was necessary to record resistarx:es arxi pedal 
revolutions. '!he actual frictional resist:arx::e was detennina:i by 
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subtra� the initial weight hlln:J en the belt fran the spri.rg scale 
readi.rg duri.rg pedali.rg. 
'!he camt.i.nl of the pedal :revolutioos was aco ••t>lished by 
replayi.rg the rec:x>rded erganeter test usi.rg a Panasarl.c video cassette 
recxm3er NV 8950 at a super slow m:n:ian speed nnto a stan:mrc1 
tele.�isian screen. To facilitate the ca.mt.in.J of quarter revolutions, 
a 12" by 811 transparen=y, which was divided into foorths by two lines 
which intersected at the center of the t.ransparerx:y, was placed onto 
the tv screen. When the � watch reflected zero on the tv screen , 
the pause b.Itton was depressed thus st;owi.rg the action on tile screen . 
One of the two lines drawn on the transparency was then aligned with 
the � crank as seen on the screen . '!his line then became the zero 
point, ani all coonti.rg points TNere based an the line: one fourth, one 
half, three foorths, one ard so on. 
'!he bicycle erqaneter used in the present study was a Monark 
bicycle erganeter whose flYwheel rotates a dist.arx::e of six meters for 
e.�ery revolution of the pedals. Anaerobic power in watts was 
calculated by nultiplyirg 11 . 765 by the rnnnher of pedal revolutions ard 
by the frictional res� on the flywheel in kilograms. · Anaerobic 
power, in watts per kilogram, was calculated by dividin;J anaerobic 
power in watts by kilograms of body TNeight. '!he Peak Power was the 
highest power cutp.It durirg any five secorrl period. '!his is usually 
the first or secord five secorrl period. Mean Power was ·used as a · 
measure of anaerobic capacity for this study. It was calculated by 
t:.ald.n.J the average of the six five secorxi power outputs . IDW Power was 
,J 
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the lowest � c:utpit for any five secx:ni period. '!his is usually 
the last five secx:ni period. Fatigue Imex reflects the ability of the 
subject to maintain �  a.rt:pit aver the 30 seccni test. It was 
calall.ated by subtractin;;J the leN Power fran the Peak Power divided by 
the peak �-
statistical Analysis 
'!he statistical Analysis System (SAS) GIE CCITplter software 
� to cxmplete the statistical analysis. A 2X3 factorial design was 
usej in which 2 levels of group (experimental am oontrol) TNere 
canbined with 3 levels of time (T1, T2 , T3) .  Means am stamard 
deviatioos for Peak Power' Mean Power' IaN Power am Fatigue Irxiex .were 
determined. A repeated measure analysis of variarx::e procedure was . used 
to detennine if there � any significant differerx::es bebNeen the 
basketbal  players arrl oontrol group at each of the three testin1 dates 
for Peak Power, Mean Power,, 
IaN Power am ·Fatigue Irxiex . '!he alp,a 
level was set at • OS for this investigation. 
RESUIIl'S AND DISCIJSSIOO 
Presented in this chapter are the results ani di saJSSion 
regardin:J the effects of a seascn of basketbal  c:x:Jll)etition on the 
anaerci>ic power ani capacity of 11 NCAA Division II basketball players 
ard 12 non-athlete males . '!he chapter has been divided into the 
followi.rg sections ac:x:x>rd:irg to the deperdent variables: Peak Power, 
Mean Power, Fatigue Irxiex, ard I.I:M Power. A disalSSion of the 
cx:uparison be'bNeen the results of the present study ani the results of 
-
p:revioos research �ludes this d1apter. 
Results 
Peak Power 
'lhe descriptive statistics for Peak Power are· presented in 
Table 1 .  'lbe mean Peak Power for basketball players for Test 1 (T1) 
was 1i . 31 watts per kilogram of body TNeight with a st:armrd deviation 
of 1 . 07 watts per kilogram. '!he mean Peak Power for the control group 
for T1 was 11. 55 watts per kilogram with a st:amard deviation of • 76 
watts per kilogram. 'lhe · mean Peak Powers of the basketball players arrl 
the control group , respectively, for Test 2 (T2 ) were 11 . 71 watts per · 
kilogram with a starrlard deviation of . 78 watts per kilogram ani 11 . 84
. 
watts per kilogram ani a starrlard deviation of 1 . 31 watts per kilogram. 
'!he mean Peak Power for Test 3 (T3) for the basketball players was 
12 . 53 watts per kilogram with a starrlard deviation of . 62 watts per 
Table 2 
Descriptive statistics for Peak Pottlera 
Basketball Control 
Players n=11 Groop n=12 
T1 11 . 31 + 1 . 07 11 . 55 + . 76 
T2 11 . 71 + . 78 11 . 84 ± 1 . 31 
T3 12 . 53 + . 62 11 . 84 ± . 88 
Groop Mean 11 . 85 1l . 74 
� ani st.arrlard deviations measured in watts per kilogram. 
*Significantly different fran the Groop Mean T1 (p<0. 05) . 
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Mean 
Time 
11 . 43 
11 . 77 
12 . 18* 
) 
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kilogram. '!be T3 mean Peak PcJr.1er for the control group was 11 . 84 watts 
per kilogram with a starmrd deviatia1 of . 88 watts per kilogram. A 
graprlc presentation of these ·means can be seen in Figure 1 .  It was 
suzprisi.rq to nJt:e that for both T1 ard T2 the control group e.xhibited 
a higher mean Peak PcJr.1er value than did the basketball players. It is 
inportant to realize that Peak PcJr.1er is expressed in watts per kilogram 
of b:xiy �ght ard rot sinply in total watts. '!be resi.st:.aroa in the 
Wi.rgate Anaerd:>ic Test is based on the b:xiy weight of the subject, thus 
the heavier subjects will experien:e greater resist:arx::es on the 
flywheel . 'nleir power out:prt:s in watts per kilogram may awear lower 
than the power out:prt:s of lighter in:lividuals, when in fact the heavier 
subjects are producirq 1lUdl greater total watts. When expressed in 
total watts the mean Peak Power for T 1 for the basketbal  players was 
993 . 69 watts am for the control g:roup was 848 . 46 watts. '!be total 
watts for T2 for the basketball players am control group , 
respectively, TNere 1028 . 84 am 869 . 76 .  
A summary of the analysis of variance for Peak. Power is 
presented in Table 2 . A significant differen:::e for the main effect of 
time was in:licated by an F value of 6. 29 (p<. 05) . 'lb de� which 
of the main effects for time tooanS TNere significantly different 
·
the 
Least Squares post-hoc test was carpleted. 'lhe mean Peak Power value 
for T3 was significantly greater than the mean Peak Power value for . the 
T1• Table 2 in:licates that there was oo signif
icant difference between 
the means for Peak Power for the main effects of group am there was no 
significant interaction between group ani time. '!his dena'lstrates that 
no significant differen:::e existed between the basketball players an:i ) 
Figure 2 
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Table 3 
SUnlnary of Analysis of Vari� for Peak Pc:Jv.1er 
df 
1 
2 
2 
21 
ss 
0 . 19002540 
6 . 49711048 
2 . 98578681 
38 . 46054375 
F Value 
0 . 10 
6 . 29 
2 . 89 
59 
Probability 
0 . 7506 
0 . 0041 
0 . 0668 
control graJp as measured by Peak Power. '!he mean Peak Power of 
basketbal  players across all three tests was rxrt: significantly 
different fran the control gra1p. 
Mean Power 
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'!he means ani st:aniard deviations for Mean Power are presented 
in Table 3 .  '1he T1 mean ani stan::Jard deviations for Mean Power for the 
basketbal  players ani control group, respectively, were 8 . 89 + . 5  
watts per kilogram ani 8 .  72 +. 62 watts per kilogram. '!he Mean Power 
for T2 for the basketball players was 9 . 24 watts per kilogram with a 
st:aniard deviation of • 60 watts per kilogram. '!he control group value 
for T2 was 8 .  99 watts per kilogram with a stan::Jard deviation of 1 . 12 
watts per kilogram. T3 mean of the Mean Power measure for the 
basketball players was 9 .  79 watts per kilogram with a stamard 
deviatioo of • 49 watts per kilogram. '!be mean for the control group 
for Mean Power for T3 
was 8 .  78 watts per kilogram with a st.aroard 
deviatioo of • 75 watts per kilogram. As can be seen in Figure 2 the 
graprlc depiction of the means for Mean Power was similar to that for 
Peak Power with the exception that the mean value for the basketball 
players was higher than the control group at all three times of 
testin;. A repeated measures analysis of variarx::e was applied to these 
data the summary of which is presented in Table 4 .  A significant 
differerna for the main effect of time was iniicated by an F value of 
7 . 11 (p<0 . 05) . '!he treatment by time interaction F value of . 
6 . 45 was 
) 
Table 4 
Descriptive statistics for Mean Por.Yera 
Basketbal  Control 
Players n=ll Groop n=12 
Tl 8 . 89 + . 50 8 . 72 ± . 62 
T2 9 . 24 + . 60
** 8 . 99 + 1 . 12 
T3 9 . 79 + . 49
* 8 . 78 + . 75 
Groop Mean 9 . 30 8 . 83 
a Means am st:.amard deviations measured in watts per kilogram. 
* Significant differe.t'D! fran T in basketball players (p<O . 05) • 
**Significant differe.t'D! fran T; in basketball players (p<O . 05 . 
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Time 
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Table 5 
SUnunal:y of Analysis of Variarx::e for
. 
Mean Power 
df 
1 
2 
2 
21 
ss 
3 . 93010071 
2 . 71628956 
2 . 46613703 
27 . 55789306 
F Value 
2 . 99 
7 . 11 
6 . 45 
63 
PrOOability 
0 . 0982 
0 . 0022 
0 . 0036 
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significant at the 0 . 05 level, thus indicatin:J that the Mean FOrNer 
cllanies for basketball players was different than the Mean FOwer 
cllanies for the control group . '!he Least Squares post-hoc test 
revealed that the basketbal  players exhibited a significant iJx:rease 
fran T1 to T3 ani fran T2 to .T3 , 'While the cantrol group did not 
dela'lstrate any significant cilanies aver the three testi.rg periods. 
'nle analysis for the main effects of group was not significant at the 
0 . 05 level . 
Fatigue :rmex 
ihe descriptive statistics for· Fatigue Irxlex are presented in 
Table S .  'nle Fatigue In:lex for T1 for the basketball players was .41% 
with a starrlard deviation of • 08% . 'Ihe Fatigue In:lex for the control 
group on T1 was 46% with a starrlard deviation of . 09% . T2 Fatigue 
Irxlex values were 42% with a starrlard deviation of + . 07% for the 
basketbal  players an:l 46% with a starrlard deviation of . 08% for the 
control group . '!he Fatigue In:lex of the �1 players ani control 
group for T3 , - respectively, were 4i% with a starrlard deviation of . 08% 
am 47% with a starrlard deviation of . 04% . 'Dl.e grapti.c rep�tation 
of the Fatigue Irrlex data is presented in Figure 3 .  As can be noted in 
the SUillllarY of the analysis of variance for Fatigue In:iex presented in 
Table 6 ,  there were no significant differences for the main effects of 
group or tine or for group by time interaction. While no signifiCant 
differen=e was fourd for the groups there does � to be a trerxi 
indicatirq that basketball players fatigued less than the control group 
(Figure 3) . 
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Table 6 
Descriptive statistics for Fatigue In:lexa 
Basketbal  Control Mean 
Groop Players n=11 Groop n=l2 TilDe 
T1 41 + . 08 46 + . 09 43 
T2 42 + . 07 46 + . 08 44 
T3 41 + . 08 47 + . 04 44 
Groop Mean 41 46 
a 
Means am starrlard deviations measured in percentages. 
-
Figure 4 
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Table 7 
SUmmary of Analysis of Variance for Fatigue PoVler 
df 
1 
2 
2 
21 
ss 
0 . 04398632 
0 . 00102534 
0 . 00135951 
0 . 26038715 
F Value 
3 . 55 
0 . 21 
0 . 28 
Probability 
0 . 0736 
0 . 8110 
0 . 7578 
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'!he means ani st:amani deviatioos for 1ar1 Power are presented 
in Table 7 .  '!he mean Iarl Power for T1 for the basketball players was 
6 . 61 watts per kilogram with a st:amani deviaticn of . 46 watts per · 
kilogram. 'lhe mean Iarl Power for T1 for the control groop was 6. 21 · 
watts per kilogram with a st:amani deviatim of • 78 watts per kilogram. 
'!he mean Iarl Power of the basketball players ani oantrol groop for T2 , 
respectively, were 6 . 80 watts per kilogram with a st:.armrd deviation of 
• 75 watts per kilogram ani 6.42 watts per kilogram with a st:.armrd 
deviation of 1. 09 watts per kilogram. � '!he T3 mean ID« Power for the 
basketball players was 7 .  34 watts per kilogram with a stamard 
deviation of . 87 watts per kilogram. '1he T3 It:M Power results for the 
control group were 6 . 22 watts per kilogram with a stamard deviation of 
• 64 watts per kilogram. As can � seen in Figure 4 ,  ID« Power means 
are graprlcally similar to . those of Peak Power (Figure 1) arxi Mean 
Power (Figure 2) . 'lhe SUlllllal:Y of the analysis of variarx::e for I.oW 
Power is p�ted in Table 8 .  '1he F value for the main effects of 
group (4 . 56) was significant at the 0 . 05 level . '!his i.nli�tes that 
the basketball players deloonstrated a higher mean IDW Power t:hah did 
the control group . 'Ihe F value for the main effect of time was not · 
significant at the 0 . 05 level. '1he F value for group by time 
i.nteraction (3 . 61) was significant at the 0. 05 level, deltalstratirg 
that the pattern of response for the basketball players was different 
than that of the control group . Post hoc tests reflected that the 
Table 8 
Descriptive statistics for I.t::N Powera 
Basketball Control 
Gra.1p Players n=11 Gra.1p n=12 
Tl 6 . 61 + . 46 6 . 21 + . 78 
T2 6 . 80 + . 75
*** 6 . 42 + 1 . 09 
T3 7 . 34 + . 87
** 6 . 22 + . 64 
Gra.1p Mean 6 . 91* 6 . 28 
! Means arrl st:aroard deviations measured in watts per kilogram . 
** Significantly different fran control grcAJP . 
***Significantly different fran � in basketball players . 
Significantly different fran TJ in basketball players . 
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Table 9 
SUmmary of Analysis of Varian:::e for I..o« Power 
Soorce df ss F Value Pl:'cbability 
GraJp 1 6 . 79820826 4 . 56 0 . 0447 
Time 2 1. 57651540 2 . 78 0 . 0736 
Gralp*Time - 2 2 . 04831614 3 . 61 0 . 0358 
Error 21 31. 32724264 
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basketbal  players exhibited significant ill'provement in low PJWer fran 
T1 to T3 am fran T2 to T3 • '1he control groop did not exhi.bit any 
significant c:han;es in lJ::M Power between any of the tests. 
Disa1ssian 
'lhe results of this sbxly :inlicate that anaerobic PJWer, as 
measured by Peak Power, am capacity, as measured by Mean Power, 
:irx::reased as a result of a season of basketball cx::arpetition. '!he group 
means for Peak Power fran the present sbxly dena'lstrate that anaerobic 
PJWer in::reased significantly fran T1 (11 . 4  watts per kilogram) to T3 
(12 . 2  watts per kilogram) , a 7% in::rease . Closer examination of the 
results presented in Table 1 reveals that the major contr:ib.It� factor 
to the in::rease in the group mean Peak Power was the Peak Power 
in::rease of the basketball players am not of the control group . '!his 
SlJRX)rts previous research by COleman et _ al .  (1974 ) , Green am HcA.lston 
(1975) , arxl Withers (1978) that anaerct>ic perfonnal'D! can be :irx::reased 
due to a season of athletic CXlllfetitian. While _ the methods of testin;J 
in these stu:ties are not the same as those of the present study am the 
writs of measure are not �le, it is possible to � the 
results of the stu:ties by exp:ressin;J the c:han;e in anaerobic 
perfonnal'D! as a percent. COleman et al .  (197 4)  was able to show a 
6.  7% in::rease (75. 03 kilocalories per minute to 80. 09 kilcx:alories per 
minute) in anaerobic patJer, as measured on the Margaria stair Climb 
Test , as a result of a season of basketball cx:ll'petition. Green ani 
Halston (1975) dem::>nstrated a 5.  7% increase · (130 . 3  kilogram meters per 
) 
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seocni to 137 . 8 kilogram meters per seccni) in anaerobic power , also 
measured an the Margaria stair Clint> Test, as a result of a season of 
ioe hockey cuupetition. Withers (1978) also was able to denalstrate a 
similar percentage irx::rease (8 .  8%) in anaerOOic power as a result of a 
seasat of cuufetition, in this case usirg female lacrosse players . · '!he 
7 .  O% irx::rease in anaerobic power of the present sb:dy certainly 
suworts the results of all three of the above menticned research 
projects . It is interesti.rg to mte that a season of cx:up::tition in 
three different sports (basketball , ioe hockey, ani lacrosse) all , 
prodiJOed similar �es in anaerobic power. 
While there were only three s1:ud].es identified that examined . 
the effects of a season of cx:anpetitian an anaerobic performance there 
are a number of studies which have examined the effects of an anaerobic 
trai.ni.rg program on anaerobic power (Fax et al . , 1977 ; Inbar et al . , 
198J ; Grodj incusky et al . 1 19&0 ; WeltJnan et al . 1 1978) • In all cases 
anaerOOic power i.rx::reased · as  a result of the trai.ni.rg. Assnni rq that 
the trai.ni.rg which the basketbal  players experierred in the present 
sb:dy is �t similar to the anaerOOic trai.ni.rg the subjects in the 
above mentioned train.irg studies experierred, the present· sb:dy 
suworts the fact that anaerobic power can be i.rx::reased by anaercbic 
'Ihe results of the present study for Mean . Pa«er, a measure of 
anaerobic capacity, i.rrli.cate that the basketball players significantly 
ilrp:roved fran T1 (8 . 89 watts per kilogram) to T3 (9 . 79 watts per 
kilogram) , a 10 . 1% in:rease . No other study in the reviewed literature 
) 
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examined the effects of a season of basketball en anaerOOic capacity, 
alt:holgh b.u similar sbn.ies TNere ccmpleted usin:J athletes fran similar 
J::ut different sports. Green am Houst.cn (1975) detennined that as a 
result of a seasan of cxup::titicn the anaerobic capacity, usin:J the 
short exhaustive nm tedmique of hockey players in::reased 
significantly fran 64 . 3  sec:x:njs to 74 . 8  secc:n:3s, an in::rease of 16 . 3% .  
Withers (1978) , in his study of female lacrosse players, cx:n::luded that 
three Da'lths of traini.rg significantly inproved anaerobic capacity, 
also measured by the exhaustive nm tedmique, fran 42 . 5  secx:nis to 
61. 4  secxn:3s , an in::rease of 42 . 5% .  While the in::rease in anaerobic 
capacity in the present study is not � large as that of these other 
b.u sbn.ies, it does SURX>rt the. fact that anaerobic capacity doeS 
in::rease as a result of a season of c::x:lli)etitian. '!he very large 
percentage in::rease fourd in the Withers (1978) study could possibly be 
explained by the relatively low level of fitness of the subjects at the 
begi.nnirg of the season . · 
It has been well documented that anaerobic trai.nirg 
significantly .inproves anaercbic capacity (Grcxlj inovsky et al . , 1980 ; 
Weltman et al .  , 1978 ; HaJston & 'nlansal, 1977 ; CUnni..rgham . & Faulkner, 
1969) . As a season of basketball cxup::tition as well as the pre-season 
period of practia! involves significant anaercbic trai.nirg the resUlts 
of the present study support the TNOrk done by these researchers . 
Fatigue :rroex, which is a measure of anaercbic capacity 
in:iicatirg the percentage decline in power, in this study did JXJt 
c:han;Je aver the three testin;J �iods. '!he mean Fatigue :rrdex for ·the 
) 
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basketball players was 41% while the mean Fatigue Imex for the cx:ntrol 
group was 46%. '1hese Fatigue Iniices are very similar to those of 
Jacx:b; et al .  (1987) who fCA.D'Xi a Fatigue Imex for their experimental 
group of 41% am of 46. 5% for the control group followi.rg six \Veeks of 
t:raininj. 
II:N Power is a measure of anaerobic perfonnarx:::e :reflec:tirq the 
lowest five seccni power CAitpit durilq the 30 seccni test . '!he results 
fran the present study reveal that there is a significant cliff� in 
mean IDW' Power bebJeen the basketball players ( 6 .  9 watts per kilogram) 
an:l the control group ( 6 .  3 watts per kilogram) • '!he basketball players 
in::reased significantly in IDW' Power fran T 1 ( 6 .  61 watts per kilogram) 
to T3 (7 . 34 watts per kilogram) arx:l fran T2 (6 . 80 watts per kilogrinn) 
to T3 • No other p.lblished literature has reported lJ:M Power values b.It 
as Low Power is in fact another measure of capacity the inprovements 
seen in the present study in the basketbal  players is supported by the 
above mentioned research :in the area of anaerobic capacity. 
It is sw:prisi.Iq to note that only one variable, lJ:M Power, was 
significantly. ctifferent between the basketball players am control 
group . As was di saJSsed previously the explanation for this is 
partially explained by the fact that these variables are expressed in 
relation to body ttJeight. Until further research is catpleted usin; · 
similar units of maasure as the present study, it is not possible to 
identify why the values are so similar. Examination of figures 1 ,  2 ,  
an:i 4 shc:1N that Peak Power, Mean Power, ani I.J:::M Power for the 
basketbal  players denalstrates a general upword shift fran ·T1 to T3 . 
'1hi.s same treni is not seen in the ccntrol group. '!he overall 
calCl.usioos fran tllese data is that basketbal  practices and games 
provide ernJgh t:rainirq sti.nulus to inprove anaerOOic power and 
capacity of collSJE! basketball players. 
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Olapter v 
'!he plrpose of this stlXiy was to investigate the effects of 
preseason practice arrl a season of c:x::.upetition on the anae.rOOic power 
am capacity of NCAA Division II basketball players as measured by the 
W�te Anae.rOOic Test� Eleven basketball players made up the 
experimental group arrl 12 1'01-athletic college-age males ccuprised the 
control group . 'lbree different testi.ri; dates -were carpleted to be 
representative of the stages of a college basketball season. '!he first 
test for the basketball players was oarpleted at the errl of the 
pre-seaSon traini.rg, October 13 , 1987 . '!he secon:i test , November 
16-18 , 1987 was corrlucted at the carx:lusion of the pre-<:X�Ipetitive 
practices. '!he last test was carpleted at the em of . the baske�l 
season, March 21,  1987 . '!he three test� dates �or the control group 
-were:. test One; october 29 , 1987 , test two; Decemt>er 3 an:i 4 ,  1987 , 
am test three; March 21, 1988 . 
Fach subject carpleted at least one familiarization session 
prior to the actual testirg session. Testin;;J was conducted usi.rg a 
IOOdi.fied Monark bicycle erganeter with the flywheel :resi.st:an:=e set 
·
at 
75 grams per kilogram of body weight. Fach testin;J session consiSted 
of a 2 minute warm-up at a pace of 50 revolutions per minute an:i • 5 
kilograms of resistanCe · At the CCilPletion of the warm-up the test 
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instructor called "l'lCM'' at which time the subject in::reased the pedal 
rate to a maxilii.nn level . D.lrin;r this tilDe, the test instructor lowered 
the �ight such that the full :resist:al'D! was then placed on the 
flywheel belt. 0rx::e the weight had been lowered, the test began ani 
was ooilx:ided by the startirq of the video camera st:cpwatc:h. '!he pace 
of the test was all-art:, each subject was to ocmplete as many 
revolutions as possible durin] the 30 secard test. FollowirxJ the test 
the subject carpleted a vezy lor« intensity warm-down for approximately 
tWo minutes . '!he count.inJ of pedal revolutions was recorded with , the 
use of a video camera ani recorder that was equiweci with a st:cpwatch 
that was visible a1 the tv screen where the pedal revolutions \¥ere 
counted to the nearest foorth. 
'lhe statistical analyses in::luded a 2X3 factorial design for 
the cala.llations of an M:UVA with repeated measures across time ani 
group for the follor«irq variables ; Peak Povler, Mean PaNer , Fatigue 
Imex ani I.t:N Povler . 'lhe · statistical analyses i.rdicated that for Peak 
PorNer oo significant differerres existed betlNeen the tVJO groups . 
However, there was a significant i.Irprovement in the group mean for Peak 
Povler fran T1 to T3 • No significant �ffererx::e was founi· between the 
basketbal  players ani control group for Mean Povler. A significant 
group by time interaction was determined for Mean Povler . '1he 
basketball players inproved significantly in Mean PaNer fran T1 to T3 
ani fran T2 to T3 , while the control group did oot deloonstrate any 
significant dlan;Jes over the three testin;J periods. A significant 
differerx::e existed between the basketball players arxi control group for 
) 
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mean IDW Power . 'Ihe basketball players exerted a higher mean l.DN Power 
than did the control grcAJp am also inproved significantly fran T1 to 
T3 • No significant diffe:r:ei"aS lNere fcmd between the basketbal  
players am control grcA.1p for the Fatigue Imex. 
a:n=lusions 
Within the limitations of this study the followirg conclusions 
can be made pertainirg to he7N a basketball season affects the anaerobic 
power ani capacity of college basketball players . '!he results of ' the 
study in:iicate �t there are l'X) significant differen:es between 
college basketball players am oon-atlUetic college-age males for 
anaerci>ic p:JWer, which is the ability to generate a large anomt of 
force in a short period of time, when expressed relative to body 
TNeight. '!he canbined average of the basketball players am 
oon-athletic males for anaerci>ic power inp:roved significantly fran the 
end of the pre-season practice to the cxn:lusion · of the basketball 
season . A close examination of Figure 2 reveals . that the improvement 
in anaerobic ·power is due to the in::rease in the anaerobic power of the 
·basketbal  players . No significant differerx:es were be detennined for 
anaerobic capacity, the total annmt of work generated in 30 secon:js ,  
between the basketball players ani rx>n-athletic college-age males 1 
again when expressed relative to body weight. It was fourxl that the 
anaerobic capacity of ·the basketball players inp:roved significantly 
fran the erxi of the pre season practice to the conclusion of the 
) 
seasa1. '!he anaerobic capacity of the college-age non-athletic males 
did rxJt inp:rove significantly durinJ this time. It � that the 
decline in force producti.at durinJ the 30 secx:ni test, Fatigue Imex, 
is rxJt affected by p:reseasa1 practice am;or a seascn of o1npetition. 
Recx:mnerdatians for Further study 
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'!he present sbxiy irxii.cated that as a result of a season of 
cwp::titinn, basketl;)al.l players significantly ilrp:roved Mean am I.J::N 
�, both of whidl are measures of anaerobic capacity. turinJ the 
seascn it was mt possible to keep the total mmt of work equal for 
eadl player. For this reason ,  additiOnal iesean:h c:xmparin;;J the total 
ann.int . of work with anaerobic capacity measures ca.tld be plrSUed. It 
is IXJt koown how diet, mmt of sleep or eootianal state of the 
irxii.vidual affects anaerobic test�. Researdl cculd be urrlertaken to 
detennine how one or all of these variables affects anaerobic test�. 
lastly, unplblished research has irxii.cated that the recxmnerxied body 
weight :res� of the Wirgate Anaerobic Test of 75 grams per 
kilogram of body weight might mt be erXOJh res� to elicit a 
maxi:mal. test of anaerobic perfo� in adult males. Researdl usinJ 
res� settin3s rarg� fran 85 grams to ·95 grams per kilogram _of 
body weight might prod1:aoe higher measures of anaerobic perfo� . 
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APPEliDIX A 
EF"FEX:l'S OF A SFM;Cfi OF �at at ANAEROBIC 
P.ERR:RttANCE OF MAIE CDI.UX;IATE BASREl'B1UL PIAYERS 
I ,  
-----�-�----- ' state that I am at least 
(name of volunteer) 
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eighteen years of age ard wish to participate in a program of :researdl 
beirxJ cxniucted by Marc Petersal. 
. 
'!be p.n-pose of the researdl is to investigate the effects of a 
basketbal  preseason practice ard a season of CXit;;Je'tition on the 
anaerOOic power ard anaercbic capacity of NC'AA Division II basketbal  
players. 
'!he sbxly involves three testinj dates; Oct . 13 , 1987 , Nov. , 16 , 
1987 ani at the cax:lusian of the basketball season . 'Ihe subject will 
perfonn an all-out maximal 30 sec:xni anaerobic bicycle ergcm:::ter test. 
'Ihe test will be cxniucted oo a notified f.blark bicycle ez:gaoeter. 'lhe 
calibratioo settin3s for the flywheel_ res� will be based on the . 
subject's TNeight ard will ralXJO fran 1.0  to 10 . 0  kilc::p)ms (Win;)ate 
Prot.c;x:x)l ;  L = 0. 075 kpjkg body TNeight) . A two minute warm-up of iight 
pedalinj will precede the test. at the cx:n::lusian of the warm-up, the 
subject will beqin an all-out pedalirq rate at which time the correct 
flywheel res� will be awlied ani the 30 secxni test will beqin. 
'Ihe subject's feet will be videotaped for camtirq pedal revolutions. 
'Ihe benefit fran participatirq in this sbxly is that the subject 
will becrme aware of his anaercbic power ani anaercbic capacity am how 
his results c:ntpare to the experimental ani control gralpS . 
Al� the c::!lan=e of injucy with this test is extremely low, the 
possible risks in::lude nausea , leg arxi ankle injuries, ard cl.l:allatory 
system CCilplications ie. heart attack arxi stroke . Every effort has 
been made to recb D? these risks. 
I �ledge that I have been infonned that I may OOtai.n 
information about · llf:l lNeight upon request . In addition, I � 
that upon request I will be infonned of how llf:l test results CCil'lpal:'O to 
both gra.Jp' s results. 
I acknowledge that Marc Petersal has fully explained to me the 
prooedJ1res ani possible risks; has
. 
infonned me that I may withdraw .at 
any time, arxi has offered to answer any questicn; I may have cx:n:::enrirg 
the procedures to be followed. I freely ani voluntarily CXll'lSellt to 
participate in this researdl project. 
(signature of volunteer) 
(signature of staff lnf!llber) 
(date) 
M:n. 
Sept. 14 
. TUes . 
Sept. 15 
Wed . 
Sept . 16 
'lhurs. 
Sept . 17 
Fri. 
Sept . 18 
Sat. -SUn. 
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APmiDIX B 
SIBJ MEN'S BASREI'BML 
1987-88 .lmSFASCR extml'I'IaaNG 
Anae:rOOic Bike Test 
Weights 
IM Fields 
1 wann-up lap aroun:i i.ntranJ.Jral FB fields 
st.ret:ctrlnJ 
Fonn Rllnni.rq - high knees , bitt kicks, fonn nm, pickups 
Intezvals - 6 reps 200m (alcn.J College Dr. ) 
Shootin;J Workout 
Sept . 19-20 Di.starre Rllnni.rq, Weights 
Mcrl. 
Sept . 21 
TUes . 
Sept . 22 
Wed . 
Sept . 23 
I.M. Fields 
1 wann-up lap aroun:i I .M. FB fields 
st.ret:ctrlnJ 
.. Fonn Rllnni.rq 
Hollav� Sprints 8 laps 
Weights 
Frost Arena 
st.ret:ctrlnJ 
Fran Rllnni.rq 
stations - 1.  Junp Rope 
2 .  Toudles 
3 .  Shuffle 
4 .  nm lines 
(count) 5 .  Junp pad (count) 
(count) 6 .  Run front back 
(count) 7 .  T- shuffle (2 in 30) 
(set/30) 8. tnm am backs (5/30) 
'lhurs .  
Sept. 24 
Fri. 
Sept. 25 
Sat. -SUn 
1987-88 Preseason Ccnlitiarl.rg Ccnt'd 
Weights 
Shootirr:J Workout 
Sept. 26-27 Dist:aroa �, Weights 
Mon. 
Sept. 28 
Tues .  
Sept. 29 
Wed . 
Sept. 30 
'lhurs . 
oct . 1 
Fri. 
oct . 2 
Sat. --SUn. 
oct . 3-4 
Mal. 
oct . 5 
'1\les. 
oct . 6 
outdoor Track 
1 lap wann-up 
stretdlirg 
Form � 
Intervals - 2 reps . 400m 
4 reps . 200m 
Weights 
I .M. Fields 
1 wann-up lap arourd I .M. FB fields 
stretdlirg 
Form � 
Fart.lek - 4 laps 
Weights 
Shootirg Workout 
Dist:aroa �I Weights 
I .M. Fields 
1 warm-up lap arourd I .M. FB fields 
stret:drln:J . 
Fo:rm RLnmin; 
Hollow Spriirt:s 8 - 10 laps 
Weights 
87 
88 
1987-88 Preseasal Cl:niiti� Cont'd 
Wed. 
Oct. 7 I.M. Fields 
200 meter sprints (10 reps) 
'lhurs. 
Oct. 8 Weights 
Fri. 
Oct. 9 Shoot.i.rq Workalt 
Sat. -SUn. 
Oct. 1Q-11 Dist:arx::e Rl.mnirg, Weights 
TUes . 
Oct. 13 Anaerobic Bike Post - Test 
Bad �ther runni.n; workouts Imoor Track - 1 .  Hollow Sprints 
2 .  Line Drills on 
the minute 
Name s ampl e  
Exerc i se s  
Bench Pre s s  
Mi l itary 
P u l ldowns 
S i t - up s  . 
Nebra ska 
Swi ng s  
Arm Cur l s  
Squat 
Lunge 
Leg 
F l exion 
Leg 
Exten s i o n  
APmiDIX C 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSI TY 
Me n ' s  Basketbal l 
We i ght Training 
E s t . 1 rep max 7 0 %  8 0 %  
1 0  8 
1 0  8 
1 0  8 
.ru.1AP 
1 0  1 0  
1 0  8 
1 0  8 
1 0  8 
1 0  8 
1 0  8 
9 0 %  
6 
6 
6 
1 0  
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
) 
APIENDIX D 
S OUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERS ITY 
Hen ' s  B a s k e tba l l  
Prac t i ce No . 1 4  Date Nov . 2 ,  1 9 8 7  
T ime ·Min . 
track 
4 : 1 0 2 0  
4 : 3 0 5 
4 : 3 5 1 0  
4 : 4 5 1 0  
4 : 5 5 1 0  
5 : 0 5 1 0  
5 : 1 5 1 0  
5 : 2 5 1 5  
5 : 4 0 5 
5 : 4 5 1 0  
5 : 5 5 1 0  
6 : 0 5 1 5  
6 : 2 0 
D r i l l s  
s hu f f l e run 
drop - re c ove r 
back door 
j ump rope 
s tr e t c h  
k e e p  away 
po s t  and f ade s hoo t i n g  
pre s s  o f fe n s e  i n tro 
z one o f f en s e  v s - 2 - 3  
Groups 
5 group s of 3 
4 l i ne s  
2 group s 
z one s hi f t s  3 groups 
oppo s i te vs 2 - 1 - 2  a l i gnment 
z one b l o ckout and f a s tbre ak 3 groups 
Po s i t i on 
Gua r d s 
2 on 3 t r ap 
pene t r a t i on 
shoo t i n g  
Po s t s  
s hu f f l e , j ump t i p 
de f en s e , f ront� be h i nd 
ro l l  a c ro s s  l ane 
f l a s h  po s t  
2 on 2 b a rl s ide he l p s i de rebound 
4 on 4 s he l l  d r i l l  4 l i ne s 
pene tr a t ion 
he l p  and r e c ove r 
man o f f e n s e  
sc r e e n i n g  
po s t  to po s t  
down s c r e e n  
po s se s s i on s  
sp r i n t s  
p o s t , gua r d s  
2 group s 
3 group s 
